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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, January 18, 1978
Funding in the amount of $19,000 for
the design of a National Guard ArmorY
to be located in Murray has been in-
, •  chidedthe_gtegut. iye budget of Gov. .
juliArt Carnal, which was revealed in
_Frankfert Tuesday night.
.4'--44-"Adj. G11117 Billy Welman, Who has
been head of the Kentucky National
Guard for only 30 days, said today in a
telephone interview that "we are
committed to putting a National Guard
unit in Murray."
. Gen. Welman said that he hopes to
chme to Murray sometime in February
and that the type unit designated for
Murray should be..- dejermined by
SNOW SCULPTURE — This snow sculptiire, a repAca of the °Ctirittline
created by Danish sculptor Genet Thorvaldsen, has been createdilkeiller
Richard Benner, a missionary with the Church of Jesus 'Christ of Latter Day
Saints currently living in Murray. Benner, who was assisted in the project by
Elder Brian Cook, said it took about 10 hours to complete the project The
snow sculpture is located in the yard of the missionaries' apartment at 213
N. 13th Street. Staff Photo By Gene McCutcneon ,
FRANKFORT, Ky. !AP) - Plagued
by the weather like other citizens,
Kentucky's -legislators attempted to
squeeze in a day's work today before
adjourning for the rest of the week.
Both the House and Senate were to
convene at 11 a.m., then recess until
Monday because of the record snowfall
that hit all of the Bluegrass state.
While most of the Senate and House
committees planned to hold meetings
today, a hearing on the purported
cancer-fighting agent laetrile appeared
•
The House Health and Welfare
Committee had been scheduled to take
up a bill legalizing the use of laetrile in
Kentucky at its noon meeting, but the
By L. J. HORTIN
The Murray Ledger & Times on May
8, 1974, headlined a full-page editorial
with this staternent: "HOUSE OF
MURRAY MUST STAND." That was
the Old Normal School Building, now
known as Wrather Hall.
It was built in 1924 with ;117,000
contributed by Calloway Countians in
1922. Governor Julian- Carroll has
assured President Constantine Curris
(Jan. 6, 1978) that this Heritage House
of Murray will stand and has com-
mitted $950,000 for its forthwith
restoration and renovation.
A "steering" 'committee is currently
GOV. JULIAN CARROLL
...Assam:Funding _
House's early convening blocked the
meeting.
The House and Senate both had
several bills posted for a floor vote
today, and legislative leaders indicated
they would try to move some of the bills
through.
The House has measures before it to
lift the ban against ex-offenders ob-
taining many professional licenses, to
add chiropractic services . to the
benefits covered by the state's work-
men's compensation law and to make it
illegal to use chilAreoin pornography.
The state Senate, in its busiest day so
far, Tuesday passed a bill to expand the
statutory definition of deadly weapons
to include any knife Other than a pocket
knife.
working with Gresham and Kerr, ar-
chitects, for planning the restoration
and renovation of Wrather Hall and
converting it into a Jackson Purchase
Historical Museum or Heritage Hall.
In a letter from Russell McClure of
Frankfort to Dr. Curris, the Governor
conveyed his "congratulations to the
citizens of Calloway County and
surrounding counties _ for the
monumental effort put forth in raising
funds for the renovation of Historic
Wrather Hall.
McClure, secretary of the Executive
Department for Finance and
Administration, advised De. Curris that
$500,1300 had been made available from
state and local-sources, in accordance
with "the Governor's commitment to
match local fund raising efforts."
University officials have explained that
this $500,000 includes about $25,000 from
a "Jesse Stuart" fund drive and local
contributions; about $225,000 from the
University; and ;250,000 matching
funds from the Governor..
The letter explained_ that "the
restoration of Wrather Hall done
properly will require an additional
$450,000 for a total project of 8950,000."
McClure further stated, "with an
assurance of funds at a later date the
project can begin moving immediately
with considerable cost savings being
realized by the state."
The letter fr.gm the Governor's office
concluded with this commitment:
"With these facts in mind, the Governor
is pledging the additional support and
authorizing the project to proceed
through linal planning which in a short





Volotme 99 No. 14
-- March. - "-- — 'Short in Kin. tueky now." -- • "We must nave* Percent Of theilnii-7-"1 have servednotice on those unitsat strength before the guard bureau will who are under strength that they mustauthorize the design and we must have show immediate and C.eLiLO! our strength before -- progress in their recruiting effort orconstruction can start," Gen. Welman we're going to move some," Gen.said. • 
.Welman added.The adjulatif general said that some
present units in Kentucky are not up to
strength and have not been able to
maintain their units.
"I am giving serious consideration to
moving one of these units to Murray,"
the general said, "rather than to go
back and ask the guard bureau for an
additional unit which is very unlikely_
we.would get because we're 900 people
-The general did not indicate what
type of -unit Might be moved to Murray
but said "you can be assured that we're
going to put a guard unit in Murray.
"We will start our planning an
selection of facilities in February or
March," Gen. Welman said. 'We would
hope to be organized and announce the
unit by the first of July r Dr the first of
State highway department, crews are tL.L_Ltio_r_ter for Nauunai cogictoyc 4100  otituintiLan
' roads today with a slight warming inch of moisture,frain and rain mix
condition expected today- with sleet fell to the grotiaclarop"We graded last night and we think p.m. Monday to about 6 a.m. Tuesday.
Had thatbeen snow, Scott said, Murray
In Closing Schools
we will soon have this under control if it
doesn't start again," a Kentucky.
Department of Transportation, Bureau
of Highways spokesman said today.
Talking from the department's
Murray location, the spokesman said
highway crews will be salting first and
second priority roads today.
Meanwhile both Calloway County and
Murray city schools are closed for the
third day this week. Murray State'
University spring semester classes are
also called off for the second day in a
row -Regtstratiori-i&-going: 643-with
penalities"to late students, a university'
spokesman said. — - -
Authorities still deem city and connty.
roads hazardous.
"If the weather holds and we can get _
the roads salted let's say by night, then
we will be in pretty good shape on 641,
121, and 94," the highway department
spokesman said.
Murray city street crews are also
grading city streets. Hugh mounds of
snow were spotted today around. the
countycourt square in Murray.
Fisher Price had another "storm
day" today with workers given the
option of coming to work if they could.
Shipping and maintenance reported to
Tappan, but production workers were
given the day off. ,
Murray Post Office rural-carriers left
today for rural deliveries. But, a postal
service spokesman said rural carriers
and city delivery persons will only
deposit the mail if snow is cleared away
form mail boxes, and cleaned from
sidewalks, steps and doorways.
By order of the U.S. Postal Services
Evansville office, rural deliveries were
cancelled yesterday, the first time
since the early 50's in Murray and
vicinity.
A Murray Police Department
spokesman reported one, "fender._
bender" yesterday.
Nine inches of snow remains on the
ground today, from a total 14 inches of
snow that fell in Murray and vicinity n
the last couple days, according to John
Wrather Hall Museum Committee said,
"Julian Carroll has lived up to his
promise that Wrather Hall would bean
area museum by providing ,funding for
its restoration. We deeply., appreciate
this boost for the area and will silo%
gratitude,hr_devoting an area of this
museum to the first governor from the
Jackson Purchase. He has justified our
. faith in him and made his commitment
good to the people of the Jackson
Purchase. We are very pleased."
Although final plans and
specifications. not been coniPleted=
there seems to be general agreement
that the restoration of the Old Normal.
School Building and conversion- into a
Jackson Purchase Museum may '
along these guidelines:
1. It basically will be a restorat,
and renovation of Wrather Hall as
tlistoric Building. It will be
historical or heritage museum of ;
entire Purchase area and adjac*
regions.
2. The exterior will be preserved
essentially as,, it wail originally con-
structed in 1924, in conformity with the
requirements for buildings listed in the
National Register of Historic Places, LT
S. bept. of Interior.
3. The Old Chapel will be restored an r?
preserved basically in its original form
as a central meeting place for visitors.
alumni, and public meetings. The .
beautiful stained glass windows will be
retained, and the old stage and St env.
will be restored. The auditoriumi
(Chapel) will be kept as much like the
original as possible with the addition
new seats and refinished floors, 4a14A
ceing and doorways.
construction contract." 4. The .entire building will be airWalt Apperson, co-chairman .,of Atips.igoatainpAla,With alrFial. fa. ciiNgs rt, 27 years ago.
What procedures do school officials
go through before they canceftlasses
Local school officials say the process
goes ail the *ay from gatli)lring ac-
curate weather forecasts. talking to 
tiVet-,-To--Often„ uthtniiy
sense. _ .
: Students in both Murray City School
.SYsterii and COMO?' County 'School
System have been out of school due to
silo* three days this Week, coupled with
two at the end of last week.
Both Robert Glin Jeffrey, superin-
tendent of the Murray system and Jack
'Rose, superintendent of the county
system, emphasize the safety and well-
being of studeots is a determining
factor in all school related decisions.
School officials say the process on
whether or not to have classes begins as
early- as 5 a.m.. In Murray. Willie
Jackson, director of pupil periobnel
and Jeffrey begin checking bus routes
and road conditions. According to
Jeffrey, added information is obtained --
from Murray Police Department and
route delivery drivers. Murray City
System has about four buses.
In the county system, which has some
40 buses, the process begins when Dr. -
Rose, Hoyt Higgins, head of the bus
transportation system, and Buddy
Dunn, another transportation official,
check road conditions.
The capability of the buses in making
a route is a factor in making a decision,
both Rose and Jeffrey said.
go by anything we can_pick
up.. .weather conditions, Kentucky
State Police reports, we lean heavily on
them, and we listen to National
Weather Service reports,- Rose said
today.
engineering for preservation of
displays, documents, and historical
exhibits. Provisions will be provided to
make the Museum accessible to




Brief clearing today. Highs in Comics
the low 30s. Increasing cloudiness - Dear Abby
tonight. Lows in the low 20s. A __Deaths & Funerals
chance of snow showers Thur- Horoscope
sday. Highs in the low 30i. .---Let's Stay Well.
Local Scene
Opinion Page
Murray *ate University has Gan-
celled a Quad State Band Festival
Clinic, originally set Jan. 20-22., The
We usually start checking around 5
so tKat if schools are to be closed
we can get it on the 6 a.m. radio
report," Rose said..
Jeffrey indicated the puhile-isAn---
formed of school clesings as soon as a
decision. can be made. However, in the
case of rapiglly changing weather
conditions, .decisions may have to be
delayed until the early hours of the
school day. In that -case, Jeffrey said,
the local radio stations are advised and
announce the information on their 6
a.m. and 6:30 a.m. local news
programs.
"Sometimes we will run an hour late
to give our students a bit of time,
also force schools to c ose.'
August,"-be added.
Gen. -Welman said that Lt. Col.
Marshall' White is in charge of site
selection for the new amory and that
the site has not yet been determined.
The general said that the unit would
operate out of temporary quarters once
it is Organized and that ConstrUctlot of
the new building should betgin 'within
two to three years after the unit is
established.
Gen. Welman estimated that a unit
between 100 and 150 people would be
established in Murray.
"Anything larger than that would be
most difficult to recruit up to strength,"
he said.
A faculty recital by Marie Taylor on
harpsichord and Dr. David Nelson on
violin, set Thursday evening, is post-
poned until an unspecified inter day.
especially when we have cold weather
or sickness, Rose said.
Jeffrey said that widespread illness
in the community, resulting in les,than
Often when classes are cancelled, in-
service for teachers is held if conditions
permit teachers. to travel safely to and
from schools, Jeffrey said.
Kentucky Department of Education
determines the necessity of making up
missed days.. .
Kentucky Department of Education
establishes the necessity of making up
missed :School day's, setting' the
minimum ifiiiiiger-of days that school
must be in session.
Two Sections -18 Pages
It is only fitting that Kentucky Governor Julian CaFroll,
the first state chief executive from the Jackson Purchase,
itrir Pilferuae tiltistnitn project possible. The
Governor has committed funds to convert Wrather Hall on
the Murray State campus into a regional museum. In
addition see story on Page 1. The Murray Ledger and
Times editorial comment is found on Page 5-A.
clearing
Probabilities of measurable
precipitation 30 percent Thur-
sday.
required by law.
5. The building and' ground will
continue to be the property of the State,
as bequeathed to the State when
Murray State Normal School was
founded and chartered. The University
and State will provide management,
operation, staff, maintenance and
security, under the direction of the
(Continued On Page 1O-A
THE OLD NORMAL SCHOOL BUILDING, NOW KNOWN AS WRATHER HALL -7 Built in 1924 with $117,000 coil-
tributed by Caflovvay Countians, this Heritage Home of Murrau State is Officially'listed in the Nitional Register of
Historic Places by the U. S. Department of Interior, Washington, D. C This photograph was probably made in 1951 -
• NIP
phino is derived from
opium and is highly addic--
tive. Nevertheless, this
_ .drug could be used in the
late stages, of cancer, ta
relieve pain and severe
cough. Heroin could con-
tribute to sleep and rest
and comfort in such cases.
-Marijuana is said-to 'help'
in lowering the elevated
pressure in the eyeball as
atiOurs-in glimeoma.
may-also be helpful • in
lessening nausea and vom-
iting such as takes place in
-
-
PAGE 2•A THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Wednesday, January 18, 1971
Let's Stay Well Hy J L Blasingame, M D
Q: Mr. W. W. under-
stands that • herbin and
marijuana have value in
the- management and -
treatment of certain dis-
eases, --some of which' are
seriout. Yet; .he tlitder-
stands that these drugs are
not available for physi-
'-Clangto use. "
He wants to know if his
understanding is correct
--aririf anything is being
'done:to-Make Use of these
drugs.
A. Heroin f diatetylmor-
cancer patients who have
irradiation or . chemoth-
erapy for malignant dis-
ease.,
You arc Correct that the
laws governing the distri-
bution and use of these
drugs are such that neither
of them is: available for
serieral use by physicians
in the matiaivir-nant if fhPir 
cases. However, these
drugs have eecentlreome
under „study on a limited
basis on a research and
trial basis and may be




, DAMAGE TOOTH 
EN- 4MEL
-
tonite's movies whether eating citrus fruit
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children, may get in the
habit of eating a number of
lemons or other citrus fruit
each day and holding the,
fruit for extended periods
of time in their mouth
against the teeth. Such a
practice should not be fol-
lowed because it caaresult















regularly can damage the
teeth.
A: The citric acid pres-
ent in lemens, limes, and
other citrus fruits can re-
act with the enamel, an
--aticattne.substance;---whieit
covers our teeth. Ontis
caution about the potential
damage to the enamel by
the regular, long contact
TiervYeen teeth .1-iTeltruS
fruits. Such contact can
rotrgtren or pit the enamel,
dissolving small amounts
off the teeth. The damage
can become significant if
the process is repeated.
The teeth are protectep
—.from damage by citrus
fruits by the film of saliva
when the contact is brief.
Saliva is alkaline and can
Women of of Murray
Lodge will meet at eight p.m.
at the lodge hall. -
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order-of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Baptist Young Women Of
will meet at4:30 p.m, at the
social hall of the church..
Cliristian Men's Fellowship
of First ChrA Church is
sctieduleteet it six p.m.
in the. fellowship hall with
Mayor Melvin Henley as
speaker.
Exhibit and sale by
Marrison,-Ltd.,--will be in. the
Clara M. Eagle Galler- e
Price Doyle Fine Arts -center,
14$1.1, from. ten a.m. to four
P•in•
Otto Peterson, ventriloquist,
will appear in the auditorium
of the MSIJ Student Center at
eight p.m. Free admission
with MSU student iden-
tification card.
Thursday, January 19
Recital by Marie Taylor,
harpsichordist, and Dr. David
Nelson, violinist, will be at




Will not meet tenight..,.
Home Det tment of . (41
oman s ub vrillnot •
'' Friday, Jan.111 
graduate of Indiana
University, .the 
Regional..Maureen Ward, a 1975
-Dance Weekend will start at _District- at Mayfield. Mrs
ase .Area Development
Arts Facilitator for the
Beginners Western Square purch
three p.m. at 'Kenlake State ward's job is a pilot project of
'Pork and eoistinue until
for information. 
the Kentucky Arts COM-
Sunday morning. Call 474-2211 mission.
Paintings by members of
the Murray Art Guild will be •
urray
meet today.
iJniVeluTIIjiphopjc Band, will be taken to Mayfield to be
--directed-by 4PIPAL Paul W. dwayed in the office of the
Shatiart will be at eight p.m. purchasores Deueloement.
in auditorium- of Student All rnimbara of the MurraY
Center,
Hypertension Screening
Clinic will be at Calloway
County Health Center from
`eight a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Saturday, January 31
- Sqtarir and round -dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m. .
. •
Twin Lakes Good Sam Club
will have a potluck dinner at
sit4p.m. at the commanity.
- -reenv-at
-TRITIIIHU -North T2111-1Bid.
Chestnut Streets. Each couple
is asked to bring-a-meat and
Awa.other dishes of foodplus
-- OW11 Serving
..spoons. Breadt drinks, and
cups will be furnished. Each is
to bring a white elephant prize
for bingo. Visitors welcome.
,Call Rudy and Opal Howard,
wagonmasters, phone 753-
,1998, for information.
_the acid -under the-casual, %vitt-Sarah silts at Seven p.m.
ordinary circumstances of .. , 
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30 ,p.m.
Men's Stag Night is
scheduled al:Aea?.m. at the








a\ u t o  S42
Concert by Murray State
University Jazz Lab Mid,
directed b Ra Conklin and.
Bob Scribner, will be at four -
p.m. in the auditorium,
Student Center, Admission is
free. ' -
The most primitive modern.
flowers are members
of the buttercup?-order.
Guild may bring three of their
paintings to the Guild for Mrs.
Ward to take. The date of Jan.
18, today, was listed for the
day for Mrs. Ward to get the
local paintings. ,
Mrs. Ward,acts as a 1401A1
between persons who are
interested in art in the eight
county Purchase region and
the Arts Commission in
Frankfort. She is one of five
new arts facilitators that have
been positioned acmes the
7 feellit4Lor • ' means-
someone to 'bring the Pur-
chase counties as a region into
better communication with
the Arts Commission, Mrs.
Ward said. She IS now taking
vinveeterY *I-Periiions and
organizations in the Jackson
Purchase counties that have
an interest in art. War she
said some of the people will be
Dr. Jean Lorrah
peakel For Club
Dr. Jean Lorrah of Murray
State University was the guest
speaker at the meeting of the
Jatirson Puichase Creative
Writers' Club held . Tuesday,
Jan. 10, at the home of Mrs. C.
E. Robertson, Usher Street,
Mayfield.
Dr. Lorrah, with 'Jacquelin
Lichtenberg, co-authored a
science fiCtiOn book, "First
Chanel," to be published by
Doubleday in 1979.
Sale Starts Friday, January 20
Maternity










Red, Blue, Royal & Gold
$500
appointed to an arts panel
which will access art needs in
the Jackson Purchase.
Mrs. Ward _slid a Major
function of her job will be to
A complete meal that'll fill
you up without emptying
your pockets._
• A Slew ol Saud r-
• A Frbgar Full of Fryes
• Our Hushpuppies
• 2 ol ow Famous Fish Fillets




711 South 12th Street
Plus Sizes
Values to $30
5 Rack and $1 0 Rack








Tops $200 & up
White













- Rev. A. M. Thomas Is
10E5 by 01.0ago nMunit-N Y Nova *ME MC.
, DEAR ABBV: After 10 years of marriage, my husband,
;a successful attorney, suddenly announced that he was fed
bp with being married and he wanted to be "free." I was
4surt and stunned because I thought Dick and I had a good
marriage, but I gave him his freedom.
The day after our divorce became final, Dick married a
pretty young woman who worked in his office. He told me
The Alice Waters Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church Women met Tuesday,
Jan. 10, at 9:30 a.m. at the
home of Mrs. - A. C. La
Follette, 808 North 20th Street.
Mrs. Lowell King presided
- in the absence of the chairman
Mrs. Cortez Byers, calling on
the Rev. A. M. Thomas to open
the meeting with prayer.
Mrs. Charlie Rains had
charge of the program and
introduced Rev. Thomas who
gave a most inspiring and
helpful talk on "What are you
taking along as you enter this
ithat aileseas an orthodox Jew „and in order _to marry'her_._mr Year." -Looking ahead
the d converted to Judaism and had had himself 1,6 Faith in God, courage" be
ear cised-at age 41, mind you! • • strong and of good courage,"
After four months of marriage, Dick called, saying he confidence that Van meet
must have been crazy, he 'never realized how much he all situations, ve, corn-
,loved me and the children, and could he come "borne"? pasion for our fellow, man,
Abby, I never stopped loving Dick, but ill take him back leave behind failures,
I'm afraid of what, my family and -friends will think.
What would YOU- do? - '
M. IN MANHATTAN La•
DEAR M.: I'd take what's left of him baelk.-
disappointment or tradgies
and thinit and auild on the
good things we have had in the
past. Hold fast to what we
have attained," the speaker
said. _
The minutes Igielld by
the secreary, - M.
Alexander-71ft Iiirellethr
reported on. the -general -
meeting held at the,church
Tuesday, Jan. 3; and read-sr
note of thanks from Mrs. Petty
thanking the group for the gift
at Christmas to Wayman's
Chapel. Discussion of future
programs and projects during
the year Was held..
Upon arriving Mrs.
La Follette served coffee
cakes, fruit cake, coffee and
Spiced tea to the members and.
two visitors, Rev. A. M.
Thomas and Mrs. Thomas.
(41
ere seernitia-bera problem. Whenever his- family has a _ersonss_.Lia KeepDEAR ABBY: I am engaged to marry a terrific guy, but Kpp
->•--±cetebraticaraudz=itifit-bietlidii# or-anniversary party. they_
: leave mtatt.Today is his father's birthday and his family
has planned'a big -dinner for him; • I was not invite& -
I feel hurt and insulted because I've never done anything
. to make his family dislike me: My family has always
included my fiance in all of their celebrations, and he has
• accepted with pleasure.
• Am I wrong to feel that I should be invited to his family
parties? Or should I just accept being excluded and learn
to five with it?
-
, you are eng-aged-toTritaiti ;this young man- and they
exclude you from their family celebrations they are guilty
c. of gross social mieconduit. lint if your terrify guy is as
tterrific as you say he is, he'd see to it that you were
• invited. -'
Something is fishy-here:- Either your definition of
"engaged tobe married" doesn't jibe with your fiance's
family's, or he lacks good manners, sensitivity and simple
courage.
DEAR ABBY: There is a woman in our car pool who is a
constant source of_svorry to all the other mothers. She
: picks up the childrenat_sehrel and then proceeds ;to do all
her errands, such as grocery shopping, getting her things
- -at the dry cleaners, etc.'
Sometimes she doesn't bring the children home mail
qzlark, and we other_mathers are on the phone calling_each
other, worried 'sick 'that she may have had an accident.
How can we let her know that she should do her errands
' BEFORE she -gets the youngsters?
WORRIED SICK
DEAR WORRIED: The woman is thoughtless, but she's
not a mind reader. For goodness' sakes, TELL her!
Who Said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
• new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
'Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose
Ill and a long, stamped (24 rests), self-addressed envelope,
please.
.1 Making the wrong- buns fit
Did yoi1 ever start an Impromptu wiener roast-
- 11.• - ifiiiii-to . buns in
- the house? Donl-.panic.--Turn_this_ ad 111) picnic
.,. into an even greater threat. Simply cut one side
91 of each hot dog halfway through so that it curls
I as it cooks into a Circle. Place each circled
"round dog" on a round bun. The_ center is the
- -- perfect s -foryourfavorite-relish,-era spoonful
of baked beans or sauerkraut.
Conversely, if you have hamburgers and hot
1* dog buns, just shape the ground beef into long
slender patties the size of the buns. ' 
Freezing bread for fresheiett, -
How bread is stored affects its eating quit-
Wes. Enriched bread may be stored in the refrig-
.erator to retard mold, but the longer the refriger-
ation period, the firmer . the bread becomes.
Refrigeration tends to increase staling. Special
wrappers or special containers do not offset the
affects of cool temperature on bread freshness..
Freezing bread for a short time, however, keeps
it in its fresh-from-the-oven condition, especially •
when reheated after thawing.
When You Finally Dig Out - Come To Lad
& Lassie And Dig In Our Gigantic





He Keep You Warm
"Take a tip from the
Eskimos this winter and keep
adding layers of clothes until
-insulated ainst
the' Cold. - -or - -
"For maximum --warmth,
Frnalte-ikire *pie layers are
woofer partittor* "Wool has
a natural atm that traps
Warm air." Several thin
Layers will keep you even
warmer than one heavier-
weight wool garment.
A wool jacket, sweater or
shirt will shed snow or a light
drizzle for a while and will.
hold' on to its wafting
characteristic even when
damp. Wool gloves, a wool
cap, and wool socks over a
pair of thinner socks will help
keep the rest of you warm.
Some homes, offices Ind'
stores are kept "Conservation
cool,- while others are
overheated. It's handy to be
able to shed or add layers of
-clndling7Getting -,overtietted
and- then chilled isn't just
uncomfortable. It also places




happen because of' bie
datigerous Whigs people7-do-,
just trying to keep_thernseives
and their families warm."
Some examples of common
life-risking practices are:
- Leaving matches within
reach of-small cbadren.
- Using oversize fuses In
the fuse box "to take care of"
extra - heating appliances.
- Leaving the oven or, State Parkblast to warm up . _
a' room. se cooking ap-
plianceS were never meant er .....„____Tha...geniaaa State Resort
atieh use,- - - Park will host „a BeginnersCarelesa- nu -of a Western Square Dance
tr°4141latling eleetzle••-•1Pace-„ • weekend starting Friday, Jen.beater. Placed too close. 11 can 20, at three pm and con-Set bed curtains the
furnishings on fire. Models 22, according to Steve Kickert,
NAMED OUISTANDING - Mrs. Steve I rtha) Andrus, left, was presented with the
Outstanding Irrority Sister Award for 1977 by the Omicron Alpha Chapter of the Tau
Phi Lambda Sorority of the Woodmen of the Worki. Making the presentation was Pet-
tye Raker, right, Outstanding Sorority Sister of 1976. Mrs, Andrus was selected by the
ourbers of the sorority chapter through a secret ballot for her outstanding -Wader-
ship, willingness to help her fellow sisters, hard work and helpfulleess- to the cern- -
munity. She i married to Steve Andrus and they have one son, Scout age four. They
@side at 13-12-Foplar,.• --Muita*..--Mit. Andrus is serving her second term_arpreAdertii_f
the sorority, has held the offices of vice-president and secretary, has served as dui-
person of the First Little Miss Murray-Calloway County Pageant, co-chairperson of the
Cerebral Palsy Walk-A-Thor in 1975, and as a delegate to the past two _state WOW
_conventions. She was prebiously awarded the • •
1972. She is a member of the first Baptist Church and is employed as secretes'', for the •
tenth for anion-al service's at Murray State University: -- - - -
ar ° r tinuing through St
.
mday, ?Ian.
overheat and start a fire. -
- Careless use of a gas,
coal or wood space heater.
These must be installed and
vented the right way, and then
used with great care. Follow -
manufaeturer's instructions.
, - - Careless use of a
-fireptace, ;such as burning
trah in it, not Itsln/ a WWI,'
and starting a chimney fire of
purpose "to clean it out."
- U ng a chimney in need
of repair or cleaning.- A
chimney fire can take the '
whole house with it. .
- Not installing a smoke
detector In the bedroom area.
Most home fires happen at
night.
"Maybe it's time for a fire-
'safety check-up at your
Health-wise
By Marylou Blosser, R.N.
So You Want to Be a Nurse
Almost every jittle girl,
when asked what she is going
to be when "she" grows up,
will reply, "I'm going to be a
nurse." Personal characteris-
tics for a nurse are not any
different from those desirable
for a good teacher, lawyer.
doctor, • or minister.
The main trait needed in
nursing is a sincere desire'raN
be of Service to others,'
common sense, integ-
rity, a sense orresponsibility,
a large degree of self-disci-
pline, humor and tack-all of
these are important qualities
for nursing. A good healthy
'-outlook on life, both in its
darker moments and on the
happier side, are essential.
Nearly everyone likes peo-
ple, but a nurse has to-Like
people well enough to care for
them when they are not at
their best, and help them over
these bad moments. Nursing
means earing for all kinds of
people.- the young, the very
old, the seriously ill - - people
who are in all stages of illness.
In nursing education a
young man or woman grows
up fast. Many classes are not
easy. Having to learn to apply
the knowledge learned in the
classroom is not always easy
when it comes to caring for
people. Much knowledge has
to be learned in a short period
of time. Preparation for nurs; •
ing is bard work, but most
nurses agree that the satii-
factions of., nursing are worth
it all.
" Before choosing your life's
career, there are several
questions that need to be
answeftRrtorr3R18r caf-eluIlk
park.
Kicked -laid Tuesday af-
ternoon that the special
weekend will be held- regar-
dless of the weather. A
iegistration fee of ten dollars
will be charged for the
complete weekend in-
structions and entertalrunent
according to Kickiirt and
Charlie Ashby of Central City,
host and instructors for the
square dance weekend.
- -Registration -lin -be-
Friday at three p.m. in tile
hotel lobby, followed at 7:30
p.m. by introduction of
program and hosts in hotel
meeting room; clogging
d o str t 7:45 p.m.;
and western style square,
_dance demonstration at eilit
_ -
-Siatiarday events will include
session II at nine a.m.;
motorcade tour of Kentucky
Dam at 11:15 a.m.; session III
these questions:
1. Do you want to
needed? Nursing is a most
Challenging rewarding--
profeSsion. hr a hospital,- for
instance, the professional
nurse has the over-all respon
sibility for the nursing needs
of the patients. .
2. Do you want a profession
in which_there will alway'• t"
a demand for your ser..
The professional nurse ri,cd
not be concerned about a lark
of employment opportuniti,
Nursing is a lifetime career.
with few geograffhical
tations.
3. Do you want to be he:.,-r
suited formarriage? NurIn;
education and the exptri,
of nursing are.excellent preP





counts for the largest sir. •
group of nursing set-,
workers. Their professi ,
services are in more de'.
than those of any occupa' •
on the nursing care team
Nursing education off, r ,
opportunities, which .17'
varied. Many' new work+
are needed each year
expand the growing need
good health care:
ot twa p.m.; 14uegreassnaaic_
concert at sevelip.m.; square
_dance-at eight p.m.
- l'heclosingseastenalill be in
the hotel meeting room at nine
CRASS GIRL
Keisha Dawn is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. ,Joe
Crass of 1604 Catalina Court,
Murray, for their baby girl,
weighing six pounds elevee
ounces, born on Friday, Jan.
13, at 3:2rp.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have one son, Keith, -
age three. The father is em---
ployed at Taylor Motors.
Grandparents are *. gig
Mrs. Homer Crass or Murray
Route Three and Mrs. Lloyd
(Mildred) Horn of Murray and
the late Mr. Horn. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Bonnie Crass of Kirksey
Route One, Mr. and Mrs.
-Mays:tea Marria-at.-Muttey.
Ftbute Three, and Mrs. Nona
Ervin of Henry-,
-§11)R11 BOY—
Mr. and Mrs. Rirhard L.
Story of Route One, Dukedom,
'tn., are the parents of a baby
boy, Richard , Andrew,
weighing six pounds 141s
ounces, measuring 18-Inches,
:--•.ber4t-tin- Saturday, Jan. 7, at
1:29 p.m. at the Murray-
tallowaY, County Hospital.
The new father is employed
at the General Tire. and
Rubber Conlpany, Mayfield. 
Wpareift-are Mr. and
Mrs:- IL-Story of Manly
and 10t1... Mrs. Joe T.
Moevitie14:1tikAgipin, Ta.Greet
grandparents are -11k--;--Wit
Mrs. Festus L. Story of
.Murray, Mr3.. M•
Franklin of Milan, Tis4-114fs:
e MeClured-- Trayfield, •




contact the KenlalF.e State
Resort Park at Hardin, phone
474-2211.
Mrs. Theron Riley was
hostess for the meeting of the
-Dorothy Group of the First
Baptist Church held at her
home on Tuesday, Jan. 1.0, at
10:30 a.m. A brunch was
served by Mrs. Riley.
Parts- Road Homemakers - Theprqgram wifrpeesented
Maid Rogers on her
• - trip to the Indian Reservation
Mrs'. Barbara Whit*
presidents presided at. the
meeting et the Paris Road
Homemakers Club held at the
home of Mettle Lee Buster,
Tuesday, Jan. 10 at one p.m.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Lucille Grogan reading
held-frein Psalm 118:24 oh "Using
Each Day." Mrs. Sally
Henson, secretary gave
reports
Mrs. Lucille Hart presented
a lesson, "Improving Outside
Appearance of Your Home."
"Plaru4ng A,. Vacation" was,.
_the lesson given by Mrs.
Crogan.
The recreational period was
conducted by Mrs. Amy
Wilson. Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Mattie Lee




'an Last "P•lempt,r, vdh* Va FOP
REDEFARTION PRESENT Toovaiwits
MAN OR MAR. TO THE NESTLE COM
PANT' INC 50 ROE 1500. ELM CITYmc 176913 OFFER G000 ONLY IN US A
0000 ONLY ON TASTER S CHOICE
100% FREEZE 05110 COFFEE ANY
oflicA 051 coNsratfirs FRAUD •
I EXPIRES JULY 31. 1978. '
LIMIT ONE COUPON
I PER JAR PUKHASED
404
TN' 
Buster assisted by Mrs.
. Louise Dunn.
A visitor was Mrs. , Ruby
Steely. Others present were
Topsy Brandon, 'Lyda Sue
Collins, Charlene Curd, Ola
Macintosh, Margaret Roach,
Alice Steely, and Della Taylor.
The next meetteg will be -
held at the home of
Sue Collins, Tuesday, Feb. 14,
it one p.m.
Toothbrush bristles were 'the
first commercial product
made of ny' ton, which
was patented in 1937.
with the Mission Youth Group
of the First Baptist Church.
She closed by reading from
Matthew 25:35-48.
Others present were Mrs.
Brent Outland, Mrs. Eugene
Tarry, Mrs. Lloyd Jacks, Mrs.
George Gray, Mrs. Homer
Miller, and Mis. G. M. Kuight.
%ON A 4 OR 8,07-ST7.FT IAR
OF TASTERS GiOICE XXY,
' FREEZEDRIED COFFEE ,
RFS :1.fitR OR DFCAFTEIN/VF.I) •
559021'
MN am MUNN AM wen owl ea
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8 oz. Cans Save 16`
Kraft
1000 Island
Riven Away Each Week
Register each drne you
am in the store for the
$100 given tnivay each week
Last Week's Del Nouchul
Winner Rt. 2, Murray
*Nothing to Buy •No Cards To Punch *All You Do Is
Register Eadi Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at ihoo p. in. Nevi—Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
.Employees of Parkers and their Families not eligible to win .Adtilts
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Downtown Shopping Center HOURS: 7 a. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sat,
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Funding has now been con't_the historic building, which was
nutted that will enable the Old constructed in 1924 with
Normal School Building, now 1117,000 in contributions from
known as Wrather Hall, on the Calloway Countians, will
Murray State University cam- require, if done properly, an ad-
pus to be restored, renovated ditional $450,000 for a total
and converted into a Jackson project of $950,000.
Purchase Museum. .
It is only fitting that Julian
Carroll, Kentucky's firstgover-
nor from the Jackson- Pgr-
chase, has made the muse0m,
project possible.
Funding-, of- that additional°'
.1450,000 has been assured at a 7--
- jater date _so the project can
now begin moving im-
mediately.
We ars•gratelul to every in-
And we would be rengsaitme_ .-dividual _ who  has worked
did not mention the Mid- work ' tirelelisly on . this project and
of the museum steering com- are especially grateful to Gov.
mittee and fund- driOe Com- eatr011 whOteldedge tit ad-
mittees in Calloway and each of ditional support will make the
the other Jackson Purchase Project a reality. -
counties, as well_as the univer- Due to this foresight,
sity itself. --. . . - - .- --.7,41trather Hall will continue - As
Gov. Carroll had pledged-to the Jackson Purchase Museum
,,_;-.•, match locally raised funds with serving the entire Purchase
Te; state funds to underwrite the and adjacent regions.
..
project. The university con-
.:41W tributed $225,000 and locally ef- e
forts produced another $25,000 ABOUT THIS PAGE
_ which the governor matched 
Editorials, columns and other-. 
monies. --0
Pinionated Attkle*Cu this page-are
. presented for the purpose of
But Gov. Caisial1 has gone one- . providing a forum for the free
'.. step further. The-restoration't . exchange at The mof differiruigrra opinions.
We Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
s...- opinionated articles to only those
- -,WRITE A LETTER which parrallel the editorial
Letters tbthe editor are welcomed philosophy of this newspaper would
and encourageth.All setters must be be a disservice to our readers.
signed by the writilrimd the writer's, Therefore, we encourage readers
,address and phone number must be who do not agree with an editorial
included for verification. The,phone stand or the ideas _presented by an
number will not be published. '••-• --,.....-individuae--ireitern-a=tiokurui or
Letters should be typewritten ands4 other article, to respond with their
'•:,/ double-spaced . whenever possible feelings on -the particular issues
and should be on topics of general being discussed with a letter to the
interest. edit. • ,-
Editors reserve the right to By the'smne token, if an issue has
condense or reject any letter and not been .discussed on this page and
...__ tiulit frequent writers. a reader feels that the issue merits
Address - correspondence to: 2_-:_the attention of the general public,
Editor, The Murray Ledger & we welcome a letter to the editor or
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071. an authored article on whatever that
1 topic might be.
Agree Or Not By S.C. Van Curon
Legislative
--Independence
, FRANKFORT — An effort to gain
more legislative independence failed
.last week when Sen. Lowell Hughes, D-
Ashland, lost his effort to liberalize the
permanent rules which would have
taken authority away from leadership.
Hughes failed to gain enough support
in his effort to gain the privilege for any
member to call a bill away from a
committee and get it on the floor forkill
Senate consideration.
The Senate Roles Committee, traffic
director for legislation, liberalized the
rules some, but the result is of little
consequence. The change means the
Rules Committee may hold a bill for
only five days instead of the present 10
before reporting it out for further ac-
tion.
The half-a-loaf achievement didn't
accomplish the principal objective
Hughes had in mind. He wanted the
rules changed so the Rules Committee
could not reassign a bill to another
committee after it had been reported
out for action. Reassignment is a
manipulative tool that the • leadership
-4-̀ often in the past has used to kill a bill.
••• It has been no secret in legislative
:history that the governor, whoever it
may be at the time, has a strong hand in
selecting the legislative leadership
.which, in turn, carries out his program
In routing legislation to passage or
seeing that it dies.
Since the new interim committee
system has been installed ( during Gov.
Louie B. Nunn's administration, the
State Government Committees in both
the House and Senate have been
generally known as the graveyard
committee.
• Gov. Carroll, like other governors,
. gvzs lip service to more legislativependence, but none had been
Milling to give the legislature equal
independence or equal authority with
executive and judicial departments of
;. government
• Hughes had cited a provision in the
#. Constitution that says a member has
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By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
Carter's Defense B
WASHINGTON ( AP) - According to
the White Mast President Carter
already has met his promise to cut
defense spending by $5 billion to $7
billion. By Republican accounpng, he
hasn't. Either way, he is about to
recommend a substantial increase in
the Pentagon budget.
There are numbers to support both
cases. And there are more numbers
-with- which the atirninistmtRiff• can
maintain that, even as spending goes




Nancy Sowell-et Aurora has been
presented with a Revere silver bowl
signifying her being the top indoor rifle
shot in the state. In winning the Ken-
tucky State Indoor Rifle championship
_while representing Murray _State
llniversIty she fired a score ofla.  out
of a possible 1,300 pointsilie-
presentation was made by Dr. Harry
M. Sparks, MSU president.
Deaths reported include Howard S.
Wilkins, Mrs! H. Howard, and-James
M. Manning.
Hilton Hughes, Sr., will retire at the
end of this month as head of the Hughes
Paint and Wallpaper Company.
Charlie Lassiter of Murray who
represents the Fifth bistrict in the
Kentucky House of Representatives, is
pictured with Kentucky Governor Louie
B. Nunn at a luncheon at the executive
mansion in Frankfort.
Mr. gad Mri".-Williairi• N. McElrath
are now serving as Southern Baptist
foreign missionaries in Indonesia.
Majority Floor Leader Tom Garrett,
D-Paducah, said the present rules
provide that if a senator can give four
co-signers to call a bill from a com-
mittee, the petition is then put before
the entire Senate body for. a vote. A
constitutional majority vote is
required, meaning 20 senators.
Opposition to Hughes' effort centered
on the theme that such a liberalization
of rules would destroy the committee
system. .
There is some merit to this since
-there are more than 1,200 bills in-
troduced every session and if all bills
came to the floor for a vote, the
legislature could not complete its
business in the 60 allotted days.
The floor leader would spend much of
his time on the floor calling off bill
numbers and delaying action on them
for another time. This procedure
usually means the floor leader makes
the motion that the bill "be passed over
and retain its place in the orders of the
day” or that a "time certain" is set.
Hughes agrees this could be cum-
bersome, but he also assumes there will
be individual responsibility and that not
all the bills would be brought to the
floor by their sponsors.
However, it has been my experience'
in more than 20 years covering
legislative action that many legislators-0
introduced bills for "for someone back
home." The legislator knows it has no
opportunity for passage, and in many
cases doesn't even want to see it get to
the floor for a vote. Then, they can go
back home and truthfully say they
introduced the bill "but it was killed in
committee." The legislator always fella_
the folks back home he did his best for
them.
• However, many legislators will
frankly tell a constituent the truth and
say his idea has no chanee of passage
and the bill never 'gets introduced, or
the idea drafted into bill form for that
matter. J'—
About one third of bill* introduced
ever get pathied. „ •
20-Years AgifN•
Officers of the Bank of Murray are
Tremon Beale, George Hart, J. D.
Sexton, Dr. F. E. .Crawford, L E.
Wyatt, L. L. Dunn, Joe Pat Ward, Joe
Dick, James Thurmond, Marjorie
Shroat Huie, and Marvin 0. Wrather.
Deaths reported include Ed Fatless,
age 57.
William Roy McDonald of Trigg
County has been elected as president of
the Murray State College Alumni
Association. Other officers are Pat
Morris Gingles, Nashville, Tn., vice-
president, and M. 0. Wrather, Murray.
secretary.
Calloway County Court Clerk Randall
Patterson said $29,659.85 had been
collected in Calloway County for 1957
for state hunting and fishing licenses.
according to his report to the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources.
-The banks of Calloway County will be
closed Jan. 20 in observance of Robert
E s birthday.
30 Years Ago
Bryan Tolley and W. H. &volts have
been named as directors of the Murra!,
Chamber of Commerce adding to the
list published yesterday.
The drop in temperature to seven
above zeto recorded early yesterday
morning, together with the 1 i.A2 inches of
snow, caused misery for Murray
residents.
Tobacco sales for the second week of
selling have hit a new high average for
the season of $29.23 per one hundred
pounds.
Fire Chief William Spencer said that
-the new fire truck has just been
equipped with two red lights on the top
of the cab. •
In high school basketball games
Murray High beat Fulton, Almo beat
Fulgham, and Lynn Grove beat New
Concord. High scorers included
Alexander with 12 for Murray,
Thompson „with 21 for Almo,
Smothernian with 19 for Lynn 9rove,
and Without' with 19 farNequilburord -
commitment to rein in defense spen-
ding.
Behind the figures there is evidence
of the distance between the view from
the campaign platform and that from
the White House. Few items in Carter's
'catalogue of campaign promises have
been cited more often than this, prior to
the Democratic National Convention:
"Without endangering the defense of
our nit am DT our -COFIgnitifientg TO our
allies, we can reduce present defense
expenditure by about $5. billion to $7
.--
That•- seemed -clear and - simple
-enough. _ But...Carter --, late - said he
couldn't foresee precise budget figures,
and that what he had in mind were
reforms and efficiency measures to
save about 5 percent of defense spen-
ding,-Whatever the total figure.
• But his more specific pledge was..
logged in the White House catalogue of
his campaign promises.
• When Carter presented his amend.:
nients to Gerald R. Ford's final budget,
he recommended cuts of about .$2.5.
billion in defense spending authority, to.
a total of $120.1 billion. He said there
had been little time to work on those
recommendations, and added that
major review of defense programs
woUld be reflected in his own budget
this year.
At the Republican National Com-
mittee, Which is keeping book on
Carter's campaign promises, GOP
scorekeepers marked that one broken.
But the defense budget Carter
recommended was pruned again in
Congress. "The Carter budget is about
$117 billion as apprOved by Congress,"
the White House said; in listing
fulfillment of the campaign pledge as
one of the accomplishments of his first
year in office.
Now Carter is about to present his
own defense budget for the year
beginning next Oct. 1, and it will be
'bout $126 billion.
"The defense budget that I will be
submitting to the Congress later this
month will provide for real increases in
U.S. defense spending, more than
compensating for the effects_ of in-
flation," Carter told the NATO Council
on Jan. 6.
He said U.S. forces in Europe will be---
increased by more than 8,000 men over.
the next 18 months, "and we will sub-
stantially improve our reinforcement
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Tunes
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVI. • '
Any senator or representative
may -be-- reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121. -
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510




Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.




in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care-
d the - State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
Addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7 - •
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky. 42071•
capability."
The troop increase had been planned
for some time.
While the new budget will be about
$9.3 billion higher than the current one,
it also is about $9.4 billion below the
level Ford had projected.
Ford had forecast a defense budget
reaching $135.4 billion in fiscal 1979 and
the administration can  --cite-
-- evidence that Carter has kept his
commitment to rein in spending.
But irhatever the budget might have
'been without Carter, his proposed in-
crease will be real and substantial. The
"demands behind it are more important
now than that campaign pledge.
Zbigniew Brzezinski, the president's
national security adviser, cites a major
one, saying the Soviet Union has built
up its forces in Europe and the United
StateX must respond.
"... Over the last decade or so, in part
as a consequence of the strains in our
economy and in our defesiat budget of
the Vietnamese war.14106 Soviet Union
has relatively improved its military
positiop_is.Europe, particularly on the
conventional level," Brzezinski said
Sunday on the CBS-TV program "Face
-,--the-Nation." "We will compensate for
that relative improvement, and we
expect our allies to do likewise."
Bible Thought
• -
For of him, and through, him, and
to him, are all things: to whom be
glory for ever. Amen Romans 11:36
Have you offered praise this day to
the Creator, Redeemer and Sustainer/
He keeps all things together for us
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 18, the 18th
day of 1978. There are 347 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history.
On this date in 1788, the first English
settlers arrived in Australia.
On this date:
In 1534, Spanish explorer Francisco
Pizarro founded Lima, Peru.
In 1778, the English explorer, Capt.
James Cook, discovered the Hawaiian
-Islands.
In 1919, the World War I peace con-
ference opened at Versailles, France.
In 1943, in World War II, the Soviets
announced that they had broken the
long German siege of Leningrad.
In 1952, anti-British riots broke out in
Egypt.
In 1976, France expelled at least 40
Soviet officials on grounds they had
worked as spies.
Teri years ago: After five years of
negotiations, the United States and the
Soviet Union agreed on a draft treaty
for control of nuclear weapons.
Five years ago: A farm hiring boss,
Juan Corona, was convicted of mur-
dering 25 migrant workers whose
bodies had been found buried near
Yuba City, Calif., in 1971.
One year ago: India's Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi announced that national
elections would be held in March to
elect a new Indian parliament.
Today's birthdays: Actor Cary Grant
is 74 years old. Heavyweight boxing
champion Meharnmad it is 36 years
old. ` 6 •
Thought for today: 'Provision for
others is a fundamental responsibility
of hupaan life - President Woodrow •
Wilson, 185y4924.• ..t IN"•-•
questions and solve problems - fast. If
you hive a question or a probkm not
answered In these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed In this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 63 years old and 1
draw my social security retirement
benefit. The last several years during
this time of year, I have been laid up by
some bad colds. Do you have any
helpful hints in regards to_ this? J.K.
As the cough and common_ cold
Makin approaches II maybe advisable
to check' supplies in the family
medicine chest. Although U.S. con-
sumers spend something like $700
million a year on "cold cures," ac-
cording to an estimate by the Federal
Food and Drug Administration, none
will cure or even shorten a cold.
Experts advise that proper use of some
nonpres_cliption drugs may relieve
several- SyMptoMs associatea with a
cold: These experts were called on by
the FDA to study the problem of safety,
effectiveness, and label accuracy of
some 90 active ingredients used in
cough, cold and related producti7tbit7.
nonprescription products were divided
into six groups and placed in one of
three categories:- I) generally;
redognized as safe and effective and not
naislabled, 2) not generally recognized
as safe and effective, and 3) insufficient
data at present to permit classification.
Brand names of products containing
the ingredients considered safe and
effective were not provided, but alert
consumers can secure the ingredient
classifications by sending for "The
Common Cold: Relief But No Cure"
available, without charge from Con-
sumer Information Center, Dept. 642E,
Pueblo, CO 81000.
HEARTLINE: I am a S7-year-old
-that---witiew-Mrhuitbaritrtiknied-iiiiy-thrue. 
years ago. As I am not yet the age to be
eligible for social security, I am still
working full time. My main problem in-
life now is one of loneliness. I have not
had much to de since my husband's
passing away. I would very much be
interested in finding a pen pal club for
people in my age group, although I do
not necessarily want it to be a "match
maker." It would not matter to me if I
meet another nice lady or a mart -to •
correspond with. Can you help me? A.S.
A. Heartline has developed a pen pal
club exclusively for people over the age
of 50. "Heartline's American 60 Club"'
has many thousand( of - -Members
throughout the country. It is not a
dating service or a "match making"
service. For complete information and
an enrollment card. writi-M1-- Hear-
tline's American 60 Club,4-14-g. Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
Please enclose a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope.
HEARTLINE: My father has always
been working under the Railroad
Retirement system. He has never
worked at all in a job covered by social
security. My father will be 59 years old
this week and he says he does not feel
like working -much more. Hoar old does
he have to be to retire Under the
Railroad Retirement System? K.R.
A. To be eligible for a basic Railroad
Retirement annuity, a person must
have at least ten years ( 120 months) of.
railroad service, the basic service
requirement for a regular annuity. An
employee with at least ten years of
railroAd service can retire at age 65 and •
receive a full annuity, or they can be
eligible for a reduced pension ( up to 20
per cent) between the ages o162 and 64.
In addition to this, employees who
retire after June, 1974 with-thirty years
of service can receive a full annuity at
age 60 without any reduction for early
retirement.
Your father could possibly receive a
supplemental annuity if he has at least_
twenty-five years (294 months) of
creditable railroad service and a
current connection with the Railroad
industry.
Isn't It The Truth
Up to the age of 10 or 12 a boy would
rather gag on broccoli than kiss a girl.
After 12, kissing is almost all he can
think about; which recollects to us
older types who may have forgotten
about life in the beginning that there is
more to kissing than meets the lip.
Murray Ledger & Times
Publ 'cher   Walter I. Apperson
Editor .. R Gene McCutcheon
The 
Murray Ledger
Sundays.gac er.  Jul 4, Chrtme3isy 
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Heart Patient Taken ToWashville
In bramatic Train Ride 
NASHVE11.E, Tenn. ( AP) — Yengine and red caboose
A wwied teen-age heart blocked Third Avenue in a
. patient rode a one-car express downtown district of produce
. _train 150 miles from his snow-
bound western Kentucky
-home for treatment at . a
childrens hospital here.
David Keith Proctor, 17,
boarded a caboose-turned-
ambulance Tuesday afternoon
at an old depot on Second
Street in Henderson, Ky., an'
19111011tiver-elty rtliTe0 ft:0t?l_
NS Emile in Utica.
The fOir-hoUr trip through.
country immobilized by more
than a foot of snow this week
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houses-tfork10 minutes while
Proctor was carried to a
waiting ambulance.
The boy walked unsteadily
from the caboose, then was
lifted, holding his mother's
hand, 011tO . a stretcher and
whisked to Childrens Hospital
in the Vanderbilt University
Meica1. Center, •.
Dr„Doriald CanVey, a Hen-
derson pediatrician, attended
the_patient on the train. He
said the vessels in Proctor's
heart were. transposed at
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• • Engineer of Lhe tr in
birth, remuiring open-heart
surgery three times and an-
nual visits to Vanderbilt. -
"In the past 24 hours he has
had some convulsions and he
wasn't doing well. We had to
get- him here," Cantle), said
when he arrived in Nashville.
'He suffered dizziness and
had 4 severe convulsion last
evening.'' 
.
The boy's mother, Mrs.
Robert -Proctor, said her-son
had been in good health since
surgery -12 years- ago until
about a month ago. "We
know -what Keith has wr
with him," -she said in a
telephone interview from the
hospital. "We felt it was time
to try to get him back ,to
Vandy."
But the heavy snow bad --
closed the Owensboro, Ky.,
airport; grounded helicopters
and stopped bus travel. She
said her son was growing
more concerned
"He wants to know what is
wrong with him," she said. "E
think he was worried he










I THINK THE POWERS
QF DARKNESS-ARE






















was Johnny Davis, atsighbor
of Cantley's who heard of gs3
boy's trouble and 
ng
the rail rescue to officials at
"Mr. Davis went through
our Evansville (Ind.)
superintendent and they
called our vice president-
operations, Cl). Leddon, in
Louisville," Charles Castner,
all4 SP0ketanaa mkt.
"and- he-gave the- go ahead."
Other - trains were moved
onto sidings, and a hi-rail,
which travels both road-and
rails, scouted the way far the
special train in case snow
arifti blocked the single track.
Proctor was driven to meet
the train in his father's pick-
up truck, estlutiVed with snow
chains. "I would say we drove
on four inches of snow and
ice," Mrs. Proetor said, "You
couldn't see where the road
ended."
At the hospital, Proctor was
hooked up to a cardiac
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WORK IN THE WHITE HOUSE. SO
WHAT WE ALL VO. "
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THE POWERS OF DARKNESS
HOW ABOUT A
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I  BROKE 4I5' RULER? 
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THEY'RE CALLING ME A
CHEAP, ARROGANT,
PETTY TYRANT,
WANT YOU TO -PUT
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These Items On Display
Throughout The Store
Scot Lad
Corn 16 oz 4/99C
Merit Saltine
Crackers • 1 lb 49c
Showboat 14 oz.
Tork & Beans 4/99'
Golden Groin 7 oz.
Macaroni & Cheese 4/99'
Greer
























Every Day Low Shelf Prices!























U S.D. A. Choice
Shoulder Roast
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Last Week': Doris Williams
Winner: Murray
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Pick And Roll Play -Key For
Trailblazer Win Over Braves%
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
The pick and roll is probably
the most basic play in basket-
ball and Bill Walton and
Lionel Hollins worked it to
perf(aon for the winning
basket in the Portland Trail
Blazers' 96-94 victory over the
Buffalo Bravos Tuesday night.
"It's a play we use often and
--score often --with," - said -
Walton. "It's best to use a
familiar play in those
situations."
Hollins ran his defensive
man, Randy Smith, into the
pick set by Walton. Buffalo
center Swen Nater jumped out
from behind the pick to guard
Hollins, reasoning that "Hol-
lins, an excellent shooter, is
usually going to shoot the ball
when he comes off- the
Rut the switch left the 6-foot-
3. Smith to cover the 6-11
Walton, and the Portland
center took advantage of the
mismatch by rolling to the
basket where he grabbed a
pass from Hollins and laid the
ball in over the much shorter
That basket gaiie-Poetland a
2-point lead with six seconds
left to play, but Buffalo had a
chance to tie the score when
Smith was fouled four seconds
• later. But he missed the first
of two free throws, then in-
tentionally missed the second
hoping the Braves would-get
the rebound. But time ran out
as players from both -teams
- -----serverabie6on-the floor. 4o
"The law of averages
with said
Smith, referring to his first
free throw. "I wasn't thinking
- right. There was talk and
stuff. Normally 'just block all
that out, put the ball up and •
it's downtown."
But Hollins noted, "An 84
percent. shooter ( actually
Smith hits 77 percent )
- --becomes a 50 percent shooter
sometimes with six seconds-
. left. Those last few seconds..
----change percentages -
radically."
The victory raised Por-
tland's record to 34-6,- by fir
Basketball Association.
Elsewhere in the NBA, the
"Denver Nuggets defeated the
Cleveland Cavaliers 104-89,
the New Orleans Jazz-beat the
Houston Rockets 99-95, the San
Antonio Spurs stopped the
Seattle SuperSonics 119-113,
the Atlanta Hawks topped the
Kansas City Kings 111-90, the
Chicago Bulls edged the
-Indiana Pacer's 105-104, the
Milwaukee Backs beat the
New Jersey Nets 119-109 and
the Los Angeles Lakers
101V1
the best in the National
Division Two Poll
By The Associated Press
MISSION, KAN. (AP) —The
top 15 teams in the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
basketball poll for Division II,




3.Cheyney St 8-0 101
4.N. Ky. 11-2 95
5.Towson St 11-2 90
6.Springf'd Mass. 10-1 821
7.Lincoln, 10,2 71
8.Valdosta St 12-3 63
9.Livingst'n Ali. 11-3 55
10.W. Georgia 12-3 44
11.Phil. Textile 9-2 42
12.Chapman 13-4 28
13.Hartwick 9-1 18
14.( tie )Augusta Ga 12-2 15
Eliz. City 10-3 15
Sign Four
litwOOM I NCTCkt;---- Minn.
Miiwiesett-Twins
 yesterday
signing of .four players
Currently on their 40-man
rosters, bringing to 11 the
number of Twins under con-
tract for the upcoming season.
Pitchers Davis May and
Gary Serum, -catcher Terry
Bulling and infielder John -
Pittman all came to terms.
Seven Twins are on two or
three-year contracts ex-
tending through 1978 an-d
Signed through next season
-are Rod Carew, Don
•Earrithers; Buteli --Wynegar
. arid Craig Kusick.
Signed through 1979 are
DaVe Pete Redfern andGoltz,
Danny Ford.
defeated the New York Knicks
121-108. .
Nuggets 1114, Cavaliers 89
David Thompson's 25 points
helped Denver to its 10th
victory in a row despite the
absence of guard Brian
Taylor, who was not with the
club because of a contract
dispute. Jim Price, starting at
guard in place of Taylor,
Contributed 14 points in the
Nuggets' easy victory.
Jazz 99, Rockets 95
Pete Maravich, shut out in
the third quarter, scored 15 of
Ms game-high 30 points in the
fourth period to nail down New
Orleans' victory over
Houston, which got 29 points
from Calvin Murphy and 21
rebounds from Moses Malone.
',,Spurs 119, Souks )13
Seattle saw its seven-game
winning streak come to an end
as it began a four-game road
swing in San Antonio, where
the Spurs hit 58 percent of
their shots fioiri the-field. -
George- Gervin scored 35
mints for__San Antonio, 18 of
them in. the third period.
-.- Bat- 105, Pacers 104
Artis Gilmore and Mickey
Johnson scored six points each
in the final three minutes, but
the Bulls, who had led by 9
with four minutes to go, saw
the Pacers miss three shots in
the final seconds that would
have won the game. Gilmore
and Wilbur Holland topped
Chicago with 28 points apiece
but_ ;game _ honors went to_
indiana's John Williamsort
who scored 41.
• Hawks 1114 -Kings 90-
Atlanta raced to a 65-40 half-
time lead and easily dealt
Kansas City its 14th con-
seutive road loss as John
Drew scored 27 points and
Charlie Criss added 19.
. Bucks 119, Nets 109
New Jersey dropped its
eightp in _a row, ..falling behind
63-47- at halftime and coming
no closer than 9 points in the
second- half. Two: rookies
paced the scoring, Bernard
King with 35 points for New LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Jersey and Marques Johnson Lexington Henry Clay held off
with 29 for lorilwaukeet---." -a-- strong challenge from
Shelby County to retain the top
spot today in the Associated
Press high school basketball
Poll.
Henry Clay, with only one
loss in 12 starts, collected 162
points and Shelby County
picked up 160 from the
sportswriters and sport-
scasters. Shelby County is 10-2
for the season.
Owensboro Apollo, riding
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
MI'1111.41 LEDGER fk TIMES) Arkansas Uses Fisticuffs To
Advantage, Las Vegas Loses
When Kentucky Plays,
It's Only Game In Town
Lakers 121, Knicks 108
Los Angeles scored 10
straight points to open a 34-23
lead and was never in trouble
as Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
scored 27 points. It was the
Lakers' first home game after
a disastrous road trip which
saw them win their opener in
New York and then lose six in
a row. New York has now lost
four straight, all on the road.
We'll save gotradvertising dollars
Are you still jousting with medieval selling methods?
You can add more weight to your sales campaign
and save advertising daars,by advertising with us!
One ad will cost less and reach more people than any
other medium! lust think what a regular ad campaign











Mississippi 76-56 on Monday
before a crowd cif 16,450 that
found its way to Lexington's
Rupp Arena despite the state's
worst winter storm since the
Civil War.
Understandably, it was the
smallest home crowd to watch
Kentucky since the Wildcats
moved into their 13,000-seat
arena last season, but it is
nonetheless an indication of
the faithful fans' fervor.
Mississippi arrived in
Lexington before the storm
.ha, and so the only question
was how many people- would
show up for a game involving
the Cats and a Southeastern
Conference also ran:
"You're not going to post-
pone a game because the
crowd can't get there,"
Kentucky Coach Joe Hall said
Tuesday. "You've got to hold
out unless your opponent can't
get there."
Hall, who has been in-
timately involved with
Kentucky basketball since his
..lalaYing-dan U1 the late 1940s,
tiacioubtedly knew that the
fans would be there if his team
was playing.. - 
"We had a lot of calks- about
the game that afternoon,"
said Hall, "and everybody





the crest of a 15-0 record,
moved into the third slot,
exchanging places with
-Louisville Ballard, now 8-2.
The only other change from
last week occurred in the race
for 10th place, with Louisville
DeSales making its first ap-
pearance at the expense of
Virgie. Both are 12-1 for the
year.
Covington Holmes, boasting
a 10-0 record, remained an-
chored in fifth place, followed
by Lexington Lafayette, 7-3,
Frankfort, which is 14-0,
Bryan Station, 8-3, and
Mayfield, 8-2, in ninth place.
Bad weather kept some of
the top 10 from playing during
the weekend but Henry Clay
kept its momentum going with
a 90-64 trouncing of Lexington
Catholic.
Apollo made a shambles of
South Spencer, Ind, 80-49 as it
warmed up for the Louisville
Invitational Tournament.
Although Louisville was
smothered by the worst snow-
storm in more than 100 years,
there was no indication the
tournament would be called
off.
It is scheduled to open
Thursday and run through
Saturday.
Others in the top 10 who are




LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP
a--Here are the voting break-
downs and records Of teams in
the Associated Press high
school basketball poll, with first
place votes in parentheses'
Kentucky Top 10
By The Associated Press
1. Lea Henry Clay 11-1 (12)
162
2. Shelby Co. 10-2 (3) 160 •
3. Apollo 15-0 (3) 135
4. Lou Ballard 8-2 115
5. Coy, Holmes 10-0 103
•6. Lex Lafayette 7-3 75
7. Frankfort •14-0 62
8. Bryan Station 8-3 44-
9. Mayfield 8-226
10.Lou DeSales 12-1 21
thought there-Were at
least 20,000 there:!saitl.Hall_
---Videed, the biiIyaajraiiiir—eas uf
the. vast arena were in the
upper decks of each end zone.
' tif cow-se, it takes quite a
product to get that many
people to brave an 18-inch
snow storm, and Hall's team
fits the bill.
Kentucky has been a unani-
mous choice as the nation's
No. 1 team the past four
weeks, racing to a 13-0 record
while outscoring its opponents
..by an average of 20 points a
game.
Kentucky attempts to pad
ias one-game SEC lead on
Saturday when it travels to
runnerup Mississippi State.
Kentucky is 5-0 in league play
while Mississippi State_ is 4-L
-- --Exhibition Game
CINCINNATI (AP) — The
Cincinnati Reds and the
Detroit Tigers will play an
exhibition baseball game here
April 10 for the benefit of
amateur baseball.
It will be the 30th annual Kid
Glove game. Previous games
have raised more than $1.3
million.
The Reds and Tigers will
also Oar -ter tothibition game-44-
m -Detroit -May 10 for th-e
benefit of amateur baseball in
-the -area.
sseeisteeP-Press
A shoving match between
Arkansas' Sidney Moncrief
and Texas AliM's Jarvis
Williams turned into fisticuffs,
and their coaches agreed that
the flaring tempers spoiled the
game for the Aggies at a time
when they might have made
up a small deficit.
"We lest on the fight," said
A&M Coach Shelby Metcalf
after his team fell' to the
Razorbacks 84-68 Tuesday
night- in a Southwest Con-
ference basketball game. "It
got their adrenaline flowing
and didn't do anything for us."
Williams and Moncrief had
been rubbing each other the
wrong way from the game's
beginning. With 9:18
remaining in the first half,
they came to blows. Both
faiths came off their benches
and it looked like wholesale
violence might result. But
order was restored and when
the smoke cleared the score
was 21-18 in favor of the sixth-
ranked Razorbacks.
William.V- was assettied a
technical-foul,
"I hated to see the fight,"
said Arkansas Coach Eddie
Sutton. "It hat the Aggies and
gave us spirit. We ran off from
there ... The fight was a spon-
taneous thing. It was the first
time I've seen Sidney lose his
composure."
Inother major college bas-
ketball contests, No. 7 NotW
Dame downed Manhattan 81-
,-NO. 20 New Mexico upset
- Pie, 16 Net% da-llis Vegas 89-76
and No. 15 Texas beat Rice 78-
 Villanova-beet--Rider- 76-60-
and the University of Pennsyl-
vaniasciefeated Richmond 87-
66 in a doubleheader at the Pa-
lestra, Florida State downed
Cincinnati 76-66, Oklahoma
City beat Centenary 88-61 in
another fight7marred contest
and the Russian national team
edged Brigham Young 79:78.
New Mexico got its upset
power from forward Marvin
Johnson, who scored 24 points.
Four other Lobos scored in
double figures.
The Rebels ran up a 20-10
advantage, but New Mexico
tallied 11 consecutive points to
go up 25-234rnidway through
the-first half. The Lobos had
another burst in the final two
minutes of the half, going
from a 40-37 deficit to a 43-40
halftime lead.
UNLV stayed close in the.
second half until the Lobos
spurted for 12 consecutive
points that put them ahead to
stay.
dose to 55-87  with_11104.1efl_ to
play, but Herron and Reggie
Robinson combined for 8
straight points to put the game
out of reach,
In the other game at the Pa-
lestra, senior Keven
McDonald scored a game-high
21 points for Pennsylvania.
The Quakers, 8-4, took a 28-14
lead at 7:55 of the first half on
McDonald's jumper, then had
their biggest lead of the hall,
44-22, on McDonald's layup
with 2:42 left.
Richmond closed to within
52-39 on John Campbell's
jumper with 14 minutes left to
play, but Penn outscored
Richmond 17-1 and ran its lead
to 31 points with 9:10
remaining.
Tyrone Branyan scored 21
points for Texas and John
Moore added 20,16 in the-first
half, for a 41-27 Longhorns
halftime lead. The victory
made Texas 5-0 in the SWC
and 13-2 for the season.
Rice Coach Mike Schuler
Freshman forward Tracy substituted 99 times in the
Jackson's two baskets ignited game, 80 of them in the second
_point qtrf•alf -for- _Notre halt ,___angering Texas Coach
Dame. The Irish were trailing Abe Lemcep. '—
Russia's Sergei Lovaisha
scored on a layup with 1:38 left
to take the game away from
BYU. Danny Ainge missed a
15-foot jumper with three sec-
onds left which would have
given the game to BYU.
The Russians led 49-45 at
halftime after dominating
most of the first period. But
BYU battled back to take a 78-
77 lead on a jump shot by
Keith Rice with 3:20 left. That
Bob Przybylowskis 
001a1_ena bled Rider, 5-8  iii—Lovaisha's layup.
was the last score before
tg-2d with four minutes left in
the half before Jackson's two
baskets put them ahead to
stay, 30-29, with 2:51 left.
Steve Grant paced the Jas-
pers, 7-7, with 17 points.
Senior Keith Herron scored
26 points for Villanovar, which
took a 24-12 lead midway
through the first half. Ron
Cowan's rebound layup gave
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Polyester Cord Body • Smooth Ride
A78.13 blackmail, plus $1.73 F E.T. and
old tire.
081415 WALLS ONLY








- 13.78-13 $2310 $1 80
_ E78.14 $28.50 fa 26
---U$-Y( 126.10 • 12-37
G76-14 $29.99 $253
178-15 $211.50 $2 10
078-15 $30.95 $259







Two Sturdy Fiberglass Belts
A78.I3 blackmail, plus Si 82 F.E T an.









E7Iri4 $33.00 $2 19
178-14 $34.00 S2 39
078-14 $31.00_, 4232—,
HNS-14 118.00 $270
G78-15 $37.00 $2 55 -
1178-15 $30.00 $2 77
L78-15 942.00 13 05
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_FR73-14 50.02_  241
FR16•14 64.00 2.51
_am_s__E__ 2-76
GR76•15 00 00 2..75
..,11ft711-15 73% 3.03
—_,IB73-I5 76.00 3.10
LR73-15 7—i-a 3.34 .
GOOD VALUES ON NO-HASSLE SERVICE
LUBE & OIL CHANGE
UP TO 5 QUARTS MAJOR
BRAND 10/30 GRADE OIL
• Complete chassis lubrication
..- and oil change •. Helps protect
parts — ensures smooth, quiet per-
formance • Included light trucks
$58
eh. . Please phone for
0 appointment.
Just Say'Charge. It
Use any of these 7 other ways to buy Ow Own Customer Credit Plan • Master
Pitwee • BankArnericard • amer.can &sores% Cafd • Carte BI•AChe
• Diners Club • Cash
See Your Independent Dealer to, !Its Price and Credit-Terms
I-- Prices As Shows' At Goodyear Unmet Stores Is All Coerunu-










• Inspect and rotate all 4 t.res • Adjust
caster. camber & toe-in to manufactur-
ers. SpecifIcateons • Inspect steerrno
and suspension components • Road
test car • Exctudes
front-wheeJ drive cars.
Parts extra I 1 needed
Most U.S. 1 some foreien cars
(depending on make;
ENGINE TUNE-UP
SAVES GAS, GIVES FAST
STARTS IN ANY WEATHER
• Electronic enune. starting, awl charging systemOnalySis • instali new points, Plugs. Condenser •Set dwell and time engine to sueciticationS • Adjust
cartyurettrYsEM hitt economy Cars mut all (OMditroning 12 more • Includes Datsun. VW, Toyota:and het trucks
$31:r8 $'2A88 MO"!
PrrEe includes parts and labor,'
14 less to, electronic isnition
GOODAEAR
GOODYEAR. SERVICE STORES
SW. Rows: 7:306.34. until 6:00 P.M. NOV Oros FrIABY IMO 11•00 P.m
Mgr. T. YourAin • Mgr. I: waft
315 W. Broadway 600 Jefferson






































Randall Out For Three Weeks
Morehead. He played for first league game. Since then, Substitute dream for think.
about five minutes. Jarrett, who missed two We may be dreaming to
Then in the 63-80 loss to games, has been relegated to---believe the Racers -can finish
ler . Eastern Kentucky Monday, collecting splinters. in the top four in the league.
-'+` Randall played about half the - Murray has simply not been Lastseasan;-we-won at East
nd _ , game. He shotjust four times-playing ball in the final. five Tennessee and Tennessee
zh a: from the field manage nin-Utes ai-well ailfiek have Tech. We tad stithat the home
to lead the team with nine the first 15 minutes of the last genies with Morehead and -
_- rebounds, one of which was a half. -Eastern. This season, we ,are: _Kentucky will he It _Tech for
what shouid be a close and
interesting game, Austin Peay
is at Middle Tennessee for
their annual war in the house
of madness, Murray is at
Western and East Tennessee
hopes to stay in the rurinina
with a game at Morehead.
If you'd like to speculate a
little, look to next Monday:











There's more bad news for On the negative side, led by eight points and could
—the Murray State basketball Randall made a couple of just as easily have worked the
team. And lately, it seems as costly turnovers but he was lead to 16. Instead, it went the
if that's all the news that has playing under a great deal of other way and May had an
been corning from the Racer pressure and of course, since uphill struggle the7rest of the
he was not allowed to practice contest.
This tW-e are no with the team Awing the Besides snow, What does the
suspensions or anything like month-long layoff, it just isn't i-rest of the season hold in
that. Instead, the nastiest fair to expect miracles from 'store? Not much. We'd like to
word in basketball: injury. him the way he pulled them off .think Murray hi just in a bit of
Junior forward John last year. a sTump aid is on the brink of
Randall has broken „a bone in Ftandall's absence will hurt turning things around. We'd
his hand and will be out for at the Racers' depth but should like to think the Racers will
least three weeks. open the door for Danny finish in the top four and then
Randall, one of the three Jarrett to see more playing really put things together and
players suspended for a month time. Before the league season do lemething miraculous like
by Racer coeCh Fred Overton, opened, Jarrett had been win the post-season tOur-
Jiad seen his first action looking simply awesome then nament.
Saturday -inthe win over tit father died the week of the-- 'Thit, let's change one word7 --that record Willett.-
THE RACE IS ON
-•71 ..
 .,
. ,.D-:;:al---:1- ---L--.-..-- ------------- ", ----v. - , .::.--• - _ 
._..
Missouri-Kansas City Arrives In
Murray After 12-Hour Ride On Bus
leave? If the present pace
continues, it could mean a-44S-
league record_
That sounds impossible
doesn't it? Really, how could
Murray finish 4-10 in the OVC
'race?' •
We have to win Saturday,
and the odds are strongly
By MIKE BRANDON fin the road sod we've had some pretty seninr Ed Nietkol 




The University tofett madsouriaet Kansasicie "We've also lost a lot of close games. The top men off the bench are 6-4
We lost by seven at South Alabama and swingnuin Mark Hatfield averaging
Murray...believe it or not. . _._ ,_,.,-_____ by five at Grand Canyotreollege. But seven points, 6-7 forward-center Mike
The team left from Kansas City 'by our kids have hung in there and we feel Trigg who is Averaging eight points and -
bus at 11 a.m. Tuesday and arrived in we'll win enough games to get into the eight rebounds, and 6-3 guard Lloyd
Murray at 11 p.m. Tuesday night. NA1A District playoffs again," Corwin Jackson who is averaging six points.
Tonight's contest will be the ifritt-----"-'---.101e didn't berit too many problems added.
with the snow until we got in Ken- The Kangaroos, which turned meeting between the two schools. - - --- ---- -•
tuck
air vi.lin'saKl3gartlid today. 
head
coach Darrell Pito rveitninTwNAQIthisA forsteas°11.ournamhaevnet palaect.ed the game. wTillhecan7YRacers.a.9' lineup nmarfrybi '
. . . ... .. ... . '*". Basically, Kansas City is a running . changed around a hit. -
Kansas 
.
City comes into tonight's 7:30 club. They have averaged nearly 90 ' • - • - - --
pin. contest in the MSU 'Sports Arena . points per game this season. ...- ' - Freshman swinginanBobert Kelly is
with a rather -disappointing 4-9 record. Skip Bryant, a 6-1 senior averaging 17 listed as a doubtful starter due to an
against it. We have to win at After winning their first three games, points per game, will start at guard ankle injury.
home Monday against Middle they proceeded to lose nine consecutive while 5-9 freshman Mike Moores will go Without Kelly, the Racer lineup will
and the odds are against that contests before finally snapping the at the other guard spot. Moores, who be 6-1 Jimmy Warren at the point, 6-5
too. Afterall, Middle is skid last week with a win over South= --- jest. roma* became eligible,- is -Mike Muff on "the wing, 6-5 Skeeter
probably the best team in the west Baptist- ---. - . averaging 11 points per game. . Wilson at forward, 8-6 Johnnie Thirdltill
league and our home record ---- Last seaion,-the Kangaroos aos101-1 ''' The forviards will be 6-6"senior Mike at forward and 6-11 Danny Jarrett at
this season is just 4-3 and 21-9 season mark and were the NAIA's Jones and 6-4 junior Willie Jones. The
Missouri-Kansas . City --la District 16 champions. former Jones is averaging 17 points, the There 
center. ...
will be no women's game
certainly capable of evening "We've played nine of oilr;13 games latter 12 points._At the post wilLbe.6-11, tonight., • . .... . _ ,
slam-dunk tip which helped to We've searched and sear- 1-3 against those teams hi the
ignite the crowd. - • died for reasons and it ap- same locations. -
On another occasion, he-pears that the players just Not only that, we play at
_ fired a length of the court pass may be wearing out down the Western Kentucky Saturday
to Mike Muff who came stretch. And for the last few and we won there last season.
through with a stuff and that games, Overton has been Monday, we play here against
brought another large ovation, quite hesitant to go to the Middle Tennessee and we won
about the same as Randall's bench. that one here last season. So,
dunk. Of course the largest Against Morehead, the it's possible we could be 1-5
ovation came when it was Racers had a 16-point lead but against the teams we were 6-0
announced chow were called over a span of four or five against last yea).
ofr TOT luesrlay. UtherwiSe, thmutes, Stterttle- Teatridffttfl&-That would-mit=tilr4ftVe
-Randall ftglitt4 in the two-to five WhAV finaly Ut•4 behind the pace of last
- most exciting moments of tlie :by nine. • year's team which was 9-6 in
- game.- -Agaitutetastern, the Ricers the -league. What does mat,
=•••••.*,..re.-
Racer Football Team Signs
Blue-Chipper In Tim-Wheeler
Tim Wheeler, a three-time AB-Kentucky,
offensive guard and middle guard, has _
--signed an 0h10' Valley Conference letter-of-
hitent yiith. Murray State University.
WheAer, 6-1, 235-pounds, played the last
two seasons at Erlanger Lloyd High School.
AS a freshman and sophomore he was a
starter at Ludlow High Schbol. He was
named to the All-North Kentucky Con-
ference team as a freshman and to the all-
conference, all-district and all-state Class A
teams as a sophomore. That season, Ludlow
had a 13-1 record and won the Class A state
championship.
During his junior season, Wheeler was
named to all the major all-state teams after
Erlanger Lloyd won the Kentucky Triple A
championship and compiled a 14-0 record.
He Was named to two prep All-America
teams before his senior season and again to
all the major all-state teams after the
season. Despite a 7-3 record last fall,
Erlanger Lloyd missed the-Triple-. A play-
offs after losing 7-8-to-the eVentual Triple A
champion, Ft. Thomas Highlands. He led
the team in tackles and was named its most
valuable offensive lineman,
In announcing the signing of Wheeler,
Murray Coach Mike Gottfried said, "Timis
a fine athlete and a fine person and you build
good programs with such people. Ws. an
outstanding offensive lineman who can also
play defense and we're extremely happy to'
sign him. He's been in winning programs
everywhere he's played and we think he'll
MON TUES WED —THURS 
Great Meal.
Great Deal.





a mess if Morehead were to . For- NBA All-Star Team Bob Aruni of 'rap 'Rank,
arranged- to have a
games left before the breakar-. ,-„,_;,,,_.,, Thompson was- the West's -battery-of fight writers - old
if Murray were to win one of Ne;w --roRK (Or- Julius leading vote-getter With All friends from New York,
their three league games Erving, whose dazzling dunks Toronto and San Francisco -
before the first half race ends. . earned him Most Valuable 321,454; , nig ate at flown-in-for ' l Lair Y -Looking even more into the Player honors in last year's Efat:Ward for the EaSt will be a • parties.. -One was a Chrisfind the same thing at Murray." . . ' - --felure the last s6Ven games !Ca t i o n,a-i--- -Raabe tb-a-11 former teamtnate, Larry Dundee's gym, where Ali
Wheeler, 064 Hallium Ave., Erlanger. His 
will
 Find. at home, Western four, Tech
Murray having four
was the leading %/Otis-Setter for two helped the New 'for. k Nets-. ago, theotherintlievening at




his pro career 
17 
yearsWheeler is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Lafor  ' -
cos& at Erlanger Loy'd was- James Darby. - . - - ---- - 'tour and Eastern four, this year's edition, which will . to an American Basketball one of Misuni's most exclusiveWheeler is the third recruit signed by
Murray. Previously signed were Greg .
To umake it h as simple as be played Feb. 5 in Atlanta. Association championship in restaurants. Congratulatory
possi e: each game is the Erving received 396,503 letters were even solicited
biggest one of the season. votes from a record 1,397,272 1974.
Worthington, an all-state defensive end and
In the closest race, Dave from President Carter andfullback from Warren East High School,
. ballots cast by fans in the 22 Cowens of Boston was voted Vice President Mondale.Bowling Green, and Bert Thomas, an all-
conference fullback and linebacker from pro Cage Standings forward berth on the East
league cities to earn a starting
the East's starting center with An tried to squelch the proj-
222,-109 votes to 214,134 toi- ect before it could be born. 'Covington, Tenn., High School.
By The Associated Press 
squad. The fans elect the five
starters while the six reserves New York's -Bob McAdoo. "Weil-bring-lib -564-heri to
NationalBaskethallAssociation will be chosen by the league Pete Maravich of New see me,- I won't talk' to- no-
EASTERN CONFERENCE coaches. Orleans, the league's leading body," the champ told Irving
.. W L Pet. GB 10111:KlEastin All' San Antonio will be 
the East's "But, champ," Pleaded
scorer, and George Gervin of Rudd, Arum's publicist.Atlantic Division .swhtarichenhornlcil;hati107i;
Phila 28 11 .718 - but will be seeking to avenge a starting guards. Rudd, "these are your
It--will be the first starting friend 2--- - -- - - -- -- - - - --14 York 22 It:- .524 7"2 125-124 loSt'suffered last year -
Buffalo 16 23 .410 12 at Milwaukee, will lie-coached assignment in an-NBA all-star "If they are my friends,
game for Kenen, Gervin, then they will understand,"Boston 13 26 :333 15 by Billy Cunningham of Phila-
Ali said.N Jrsy 9 34 - .209 21 deiphia, who took over for Lucas and Walton. .
Wash 24 16 -.100 - 
Gene Shue early this season
missing from the starting line- be the day," a skeptical
The most. familiar. name ,,Ali not telkingt-That willCentral Division
19 21 :475 ' 5 Conference. 
East4tethr: ups is center Kareem Abdul- newsman said. "If it is true,S Anton 24 18 -.571 1 . 
and guided the 
the
ers
Atlanta 20 23 .465 54 Jack Ramsay of Portland 
Jabber of Los Angeles, who
NBA's Most -
Cleve ---- .--that is. the miracle of the age.
N Orins 18 24 .429 7 will coach the West squad and 
bas been e
Valuable Player five of the 
I've got to be there to see it."
Houstn 15 26 .366 94 he'll have his two big men on past seven years. But he
Midwest Division forward Maurice Lucas. The 
missed 20 games this season
because of a broken hand and
WESTERN CONFERENCE hand - center Bill Walton and
Denver 28 13 .683 - ' ether West starters, as voted finished third in the voting 
for
Chcgo 24 19 .558 '5 by the fa the West center spot behind
Mlw 24 21 .533 6 ' 
fans, will be forward
Ind 18 22 .450 ilik who will be making his eighth Chicago.
Walton and Allis Gilmore ofRick Barry of Golden State,
K.C. 15 28 .349 14 the mid-winter classic, and
appearance and sixth start in
rruck Robinson, of New Or-
Also missing is forwardDetroit 17 23 .425 104
Fac-ffk-Divislon leans, the league's leading re-
Port 
guards David Thompson of
34 6 -850 - Denver and Paul Westphal of bounder, He 
came in seventh
Phnix -27 --14-- -.659 71/2 phoenix, among East forwards
Seattle . -23 21' -- .523 13 . . _ . ___ _




Reg. OM 1.69 MRS:*WEO.
,Captain
A great little seafood place.
MURRAY
153-9383
Los Ang 18 24 .429 17 *
Tuesday's Results
*--Portland 96, Buffalo 94
Atlanta 111, Kansas City 90 *
New Orleans 99, Houston 95 *
San Antonio 119, Seattle 113
Chicago 105, Indiana 104 *
Milwaukee 119, New Jersey, *
109 *
Denver 104, Cleveland 89




Portland at New Jersey
Buffalo at Detroit
San Antonio at Indiana
N Orleans vs. Atlanta at *-
Charkitte, N.C.
It would appear three teams
will be tied at 4-1 after
Saturday's play.
Tennessee Ted), Western
Kentucky and _Altddle Ten.-
nessee are all WW-the-INW-
ference. Saturday, Eastern
liShowing Signs OL
ge, Turns 36 Tuesday
By WILL GRIMSLEY weight boxing champion Mu-
AP Special Correspondent hammed Ali. - . .
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. ( AP) "I think he's going through
-= Outside, derelicts leaned the change of life," said one of
against the stucco buildings the champ's closest friends,
and elderly citizens shuffled watching lthrtigt;04,throultk an
back and forth among the my- unimpressive fistri, :said sPar-
riad small shops. ring session. .
Kentecky, reek ' 11117:-11 -Itiessehrffighttitereathli -"This-4a-not-the-rnan --ae--- 44*-
-- Tke- siring has gone--7themhe would call them it he_
Morehead, Middle -is-at,---WOOdateXt.uato,the.okl nftli knew even ay _sgo." 
from his step, the impish - needed them. This is really a
gleam has disappeared from different Ali,..a.more mature
Murray and Western., is at Street Gyrn, int green.„ The champ _looked in-' 
Austin Feely. Then the first filial& beg' to peel, Re gordinately bie atednd the' eye.eYe- - - - • ' ' . 
and Somber man. As with any
half of the season will close a walls festooned with yellowed middle. A roll of excess flesh. 
He is a iriari who looks as if aging person, training is not.
-- • week from Saturday with the *tures ' and clippings, the ..lirotruded above his
leather every bone in his body is ante that much fun anymore. He
following games: Tech at East Place-reeking. -With 'cigar:protective hip harness. ite • 
lag, as if training now it -- looks upon all that leud talking
'.
Tennessee, Eastern at smoke and the smell of 'Sweat . Weight, we were told, had been 
drudgery and he is weary of- he used to do as kid stuff.
Morehead, Murray at The and -ointmreduced from a flabby 245 to 
carrying on the charade that , "He avoids crowds now'. He
Peay and Western at Middle The dingy, airless training 235 by 129 rounds of boxing. 
made him one of the most fas-
Tennessee. . site hadn't changedmuch in 17 This is not the All who used 
cinating figures in sports.
The first half standings --Years, only the man who gave to "float like a butt-idly and "1 de"- want to talk to no-body - I want to be left
could look like this: Middle it_its,Kre.atest_fame - hem- sting like a bee." This is not
1, Tech 5-2, Western 44, East_____ . ' --- : -- - ... . , , alone," All insisted when pro-
Tennessee 4-rAustin Paay 4- . 
' moters of his next fight,
__3, Eastern Kentucky 4-3, _
Murray 1-6 and Morehead 0-7. 
Erving-Top Vote-Getter againstLeonSpinks Feb. 15 inLas Vegas,thnught it would be
. a great giinmidt- to celebrate
Things could really become All's 36th birthday .Tuesday.
win even one of their two home
.... ' ,t
Philadelphia at Kansas City 
Seattle at Houston *•
Washington at Golden State *
*Thursday's Games *
Philadelphia at Cleveland *
Chicago vs. Atlknta at Louis- *
vine 
_
Denver at Milwaititer- -- • ----- . - , -- ".- .', : --.4.--. - . -._ ..
SAVE WITH
SECURITY FEDERAL—__ SAYINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATIOIL„
1300 Johnson Blvd. Murray Branch 7-10-1234
FSLIC
the puckish gladiator who of putting people on," said
once enjoyed fencing with the • Harold Conrad, one of the
press, taunting opponents with champ's -most trusted core
his primitive poems and fidantes. "This is no act. He-is
repeatedly exclaiming to the deadly serious.
'world, "I am the greatest." "He left most of his entour-
It's almost as if the great_ age at home, even Bundini
champion has grown old over- Brown and Gene Kilroy, told
So in from New Orleans' Super
Bowl they came.
They found that All wasn't
kidding.
He never said a word.
He silently submitted to a
brief cake-cutting ceremony,
sparred five rounds with tough
Mike Doaks, did some gym
work and then repaired to his
dressing room.
' 'Sure, A b has been accused
mAr.• .....
/-.





• secludes himself in his apart-
ment with his wife, Vefonica,
and their two small children.
The other day we couldn't find
him. You know where he was?





Bert Thomas, a 5-10, 195-
pound fullback and linebacker
from Covington, Tenn., High
School, has signed an Ohio -
Valley Conference letter-of-
intent with Murray State
University.
Thomas, the son of Mrs.
Bonnie Thomas of Covington
and a brother of Murray's all-
conference' tight end, David
Thomas, lettered four years at
Covington and last season was
named to the all-conference
team.
Thomas the 44-Cond
regruit signed by Racer coach
Mike Gottfried. Previously
signed was Greg Worthingkin,
an all-state defensive end and
fullback from Warren East





- Removal of Hair)
Call 753-8856
4*.*** 4til41
delivering the principal address.
On June 11, 1975, the Old Normal
School Building was entered in the
National Register of Historic Places by
e U. . pa en s n rior,
Washington, D. C.
Most of the departments, activities,
and organizations had their beginnings
in wrather Hall. Murray State's first
year — 1923-24 — was spent in
"borrowed" quarters — a section of
Murray High School. But there was no
"home" for the young struggling
"normal" until the Old Nortnal
-Building was constructed.
= Was— the "first home" for the
President, Dean, registrar, regents,
factILV  StUtlentS. Training School, post
office, labOratories, classrooms,
business 'office, „registration, chapel,
pep rallies, lectures, recitals, plays,
Literary Societies, Alumni Association,
district meetings, Christmas
programs, commencement and bac-
calaureate services, library, extension,
Colleg_e_News, debates...
...These are reasons why 23,000
alumni, and thousands more to come,
will always want to come back home for
a visit. They undoubtedly would -vote"
preierve the "Old Normal Building"
just as nearly like the original home as
is architecturally possible.
They remember the three stars in the
Shield at the front of sWrather Hall
stand for "Hope, Endeavor .. and
Inapiration." The first studentsu


















year since its oning.
Why is Wrather Hall historic? One
answer is the fact that without this gift-
budging, there never would have been a
the first public building for higher
education in the Purchase.
Wrather Hall has the first Shield ever
placed on a Murray State Building.
Alex G. Barrett, member of the Normal
School Commission, suggested the
"Murray" Shield as the official insignia
of the new "Normal School." The
Shield, with the three gold stars on a
blue field with a double gold border,
was adapted from the heraldic Shield of
"William Murray, Lord Chief Justice
and Earl of Mansfield, born March
1704, atSeone, Scotland. -. -
The new Normal School took its name
of Murray State from the Citi of
Murray. The city of Murray was named
for the Hon. John L. Murray of
Wadesboro, who served in Congress
1837-1839.
Genealogists say Congressman.
iruitay Was a descendant of the old
Scottish "Moray" Clan, later known as
the Murray clan. The Murray Shield,-
with three stars and an open book,
adorns each side of the entrance
Wrather Hall.
Built in 1924, the Old Normal School-
Building was dedicated Sept. 22, 1924, at
the opening of the second year of
school. The first chapel was held in the
"Normal Auditorium" July 25, 1924,
with Dr. John W. Carr presiding and
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YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DID.
Governor Carroll Assures Wrat
(Continued From Page I)
MSU Board of Regents, President and
Administrative staff.
President Curris, following receipt of
said: We are delighted to know that
the Governor is continuing to provide
-funds and leadership in restoring
historic Wrather Hall. Our thanks go
also to the Board of Regents, Alumni
Association, Jackson Purchase
Historical Soctiety, Murray and
Calloway civic leaders, and the many
.private contributors in the region that
hairemide this project a reality."
We especially wish to thank our
• great friend and benefactor, Jesse
Stuart, for allowing us to use his
autographed book, "My World," as' a-
• special gift to the Charter _Patrons of
this Heritage Hall. We look forward, to
having -him and the Zovernor among
our honored guests when tyie Old -
Normal School Building is rededicated,
in the not distant future."
- - Qrganized, efforts for g Jackson
Purchase Museum in Wrather Hall
began in December, 1973, in a (ti.strict
meeting at Holiday Inn. in ̀ Murray: At
that time Walt Apperson and A. W.
Simmons Jr.- were appointed co-
chairmen of the District Museum
Committee.
Before this time, Mrs.. C. C. (Betty)
• -Lowry and County' Judge Robert 0.
Miller began their service — which
continues today — as Co-Chairpersons
'-of -the 'Calloway -t' onnty-Bitenteurrial-
Committee. Among the dozens of
programs and events sponsored by the
Bicentennial Committee were the
restoration of Wrather Hall, the Nathan
B. Stubblefield Story, and the
Association to assist in raising funds for
the project. In IVO, a • Bicentennial
project was established to secure a iist
of Charter Patrons of the Jackson
Wadesboro Courthouse.
Members of the District Museum ...
Committee, headed by Chairmen
49PerS.on and Siinmone, were ap-
pointed in the Purchase Counties:
Ballard — Mrs, Noah .Geveden and
Newton Belt
Calloway — Walt Apperson and A. W.
Simmons Jr. (co-chairmen), Dr. Harry
M. Sparksalid Dr. L J. Rodin.
Carlisle — John Kelley ad Miss
Lovey Itaburn.
Fulton — Oujda Jewell and Joanna
Kowarid. a-
- Graves — Glynn Wilson, Earl
Hagunontree and Andrew Carman.
Hickman — Donnie Kell and Mrs.
Ramer B. Jewell Jr.
.4 Marshall — Elmer Brien, Dr. Ray
Mofieldand Mrs. Corinne Whitehead.
McCracken — John _Robertson and
Mrs. Raymond Roof.
Many organizations have supported
the museum project'. On April 12, 1975, '
the Jackson Purchase Historical'
-Society - unanimously adopted a
resolution urging Governor Carroll to
aid in every possible way the establish-
ment of the Jackson Purchase Museum
iu Wrather Hall. This Society has over
200 members.
The MSU Board of Regents on Aug. 1,
—1975, authorized the planning for -the:




























COUGH SYRUP LOW PRICE
3 OZ.
REG. $2.19
tribufors o($100 or more were promised
listing on a Charter plaque in the
Museum, use of the members' recep-
tion room when visiting the museum,
and a collector's autographed copy of
Jesse Stuart's book, "My World." *
(Other contributions have included
gifts from the district, Alumni
Association, President's . Club, and
fdends..-Asontribution of-$21101bi Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Hoke (Ann Wraliter)
was made for beautifying and "land-
scaping the grounds adjacent to the
structure: In I9ee-,-.11te Normagehool-
Building was named Wrather, Hall In..
honor of the late Dr. Marvin 0.
Wrather, who at the tine of his death
was executive vice-president of the
University.. ,
GoVernor Carroll in the spring of 1975
had indicated the state would support
the project if some ftinifs' -could be
raised locally. In compliance with this
„suggestion, a "finance committee" on -4°'
' Feb. 24, 1977, 'Asked Gevernor Carroll
in his office in FL aladva t witb a report
of money raised and with a plea for
further aid. Attending this meeting
were: Walt Apperson, A. W. Simmons
Jr., Dr. Harry M. Sparks, Dr. L. J.
Hoehn, Mrs. Betty Lowry, Dr. Con-
stantine Curris, and Richard Lewis
a.lurruti-Aasociation repro-94114,44w).






















dicated he was pleased with the fond
raising efforts and would proceed with
preliminary planning to determine the
financial feasibility of the proposal. On
forMed that Gresham and Kerr, ar-
chitects, had been Selected to 
program the renovation project at 
_
Murray State University." At the 1976
session of the Legislature, some funds
were allocated in the executive budget
for the Wrather project.
Dr. Cgris in September, 1977, ap-
pointed a "special sub-committee" to
work as a itsering group to assist in
planning the restoration. Members .of
this committee included: Dr. Ken
Harrell, chairman; Philis Alvici Wait
Apperson, Mrs. C. C. (Betty) Lowry, a.
:W. Simmons Jr., Mrs. James (Libby)
Hart, Dr. Ray Mofield, and Dr. L J.
Hortin.
Dr. Frank A. Taylor, Washington, D.
C., museum consultant and former
Director-General of Museums of
Smithsonian Institution, "met with the _
committee and unlversltr officials,
Septembet 10,1977, to assist in drawing
up plans. and Specifications Jor the -
Museum. Mr. David Schwa: of the -
Kentucky 'Historical Society; Frank—
fort, had previously consulted frith the .
steering committee.
Dr. Taylor, a professional friend of
Dr. F. C. Pogue, led the planning and
wrote the program of reqUirements for
the building for the National Museum of
History and Technology. This museum
has had more than 5,000,000 visitors a
INCIPRIPAISW nihe
DRISTAN NASAL
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GOP-Backed Bill Would Give Disclosure Review Board Statutory Author!
FRANKFORT, Ky. API. -
Although the idea has already
been instituted by Gov. Julian
Casroll, who plans to back a
similar bill, a Republican
S . senator took the lead in
introducing legislation to give
the . Financial Disclosure
Review Commission
statuatory authority.
Sen. Gene Huff, R-London,
introduced two bills to provide
a statutory basis ,for the
commission, which reviews
finanial statements of top-
ifrovel state goverrunent--at-
ficials for possible conflicts of
interest. '
The commission has
already been created through
an executive order by Carroll.
tiaff's bills differ only in the
size 'of the commission, with'
tine bill providing for a seven-
member panel and the other
for a five-member com-
mission.
The bills include Carroll's
suggestions that the review
commission, which tries to de-
tect possible conflicts of inter-
est, cover not only con-
stitutional officers, legislators
and judges, but also members
of boards and C0121111iSS1011S.
More than 330 state employ-




By The Associated Press
Rain, snow and sled Miley.
nagged the Great Lakes and
the Tennessee Valley, where pany.
more than a foot of snow shut___- But when the approval ar-
schools' and businesses and
made roads impassable. Ken-
tucky Gov. Julian Carroll de-
clared a state of emergency.
"The state's virtually im-
mobilized," said Tom tonne of
the Kentucky State Division of
Disaster and Emergency
Services, who said the
emergency declaration would
liOve Carroll irhead start" if ,
National Guard units had to be
used.
Most public schools in Ken-
tacky were expected to be
clteed today as were schools
in scattered areas of Illinois.
Ohio and Tennessee.
Qricinnati recorded, more
than 11 inches on Tuesday. As
much as 15 inches buried parts
of southern Illinois. Ohio Gov.




'-ettester,- Felicity and Newark-
to help dear snow.
Missouri and Indiana a1ie.
had heavy snow with hundreds
of schools and businesses shut
down.
Schools dosed for a fourth
day in Memphis, Tenn., be-
cause Of icy roads. HIglicily
conditl'ons worsened
throughout Tennessee when
more than two inches of snow
fell during the day. •
Heavy rain on top of a day's
snowfall turned the New York
metropolitan area into a slush
pond early today as
widespread power outages
-continued for a fourth day in
Long Island subiwbs.
Gov. Hugh Carey sent 500
▪ _ National -Guardsmen to In*
- -Island Tuesday to help utility
crews to restore power to
thousands of homes that have
been cold and dark since the
weekend. But a Long Island
Lighting Co': spokesman said,
"We never asked for these
trOcips."
What Lilco did ask for was
permission from the White
House to rent two huge C-5A
_ Galaxy military jets to trans-
port workers and equipment
,
from --thicago" and Detroit
utilities that offered aid to the
beleaguered Long Island corn-
sauoteioon siapimiapun Aq
83talOS Ames attqnd  
P Sr papinoid
aseqpind 1noA ui ampaios
ag lueisisai-awell war.—
aq mous saan leioullJV (8)
'WOW eV 112001101W 00%11
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1. While it is very danger-
ous to use gasoline in
starting a lire in a fire-
place, it is all right to use
"starter fluid."
E TRUE [1 FALSE
2. Plastic artificial Christ-





rived, putting the cost of the
rental at $10,000 an hours Lilco
scrapPed the idea.
Early today, Lilco reported
30,000 customers still without
power, down from about
100,000 reported out during the
weekend.
Sunshine broke out briefly,
over parts of California Thes-
darafter several days of con-
tinuous
northern rivers and streams
and burst some small agricul-
tural dams. Scattered rain
-was-elrilerted to build into a
storm sometime today.
The torrents, rare to the
state in the past several dry
years, boosted state reser-
voirs near normal levels,
putting further distance
between the state and its
devastating drought.
existing executive order and
must file annual financial
statements with the corn-
mission.
In the • House aetfon
Tuesday, a bill was introduced
by Rep. Louis DeFalaise, R-
Fort Mitchell, to make
mandatory rather than per-
missible the state attorney
general's defense of current or
former state employees who
are sued as a result of actions
committed in the line of work.
The bill provides that if the
attorney general deems in-
-appropriate the defense of a
state employee, he must pro-
vide defense through private
WASHINGTON (AP) The
chairman of a Senate panel in-
vestigating auto insurance
wants Congress to consider
banning rate discrimination
based on residence, age or pri-
vate lives of policyholders,
saying the states have not
done the job.
Sen Howard Metzenbaum,
13-Ohio, made the comment
during the hearings into in-
surance industry practices.
"In the main, the states
have not provided very ef-
fective regulation of the in-
surance industry," Met-
zenbaum said.
He said his Senate Judiciary
subcommittees investigation
already haseturned up i4,511r-
ance compairjr*guiSliffet -our-
either prohibit or severely






males, pay higher rates even
though a study by the National
Association of Insurance
Commissioners shows that 89
percent of male drivers under
25 have never filed a claim.
__. Industry representatiVeS
— were scheduled to testify
-41- -today.
In testimony Tuesday, wit-
nesses described sharp in-
-- creases in the cost of their
coverage based solely on
where they live, their marital
status or age.
Joseph Ciampa, of East
Boston, Mass., said in five
years of driving he never had
an accident or traffic




machinist, his insurance rate
went from 81,400 to $2,800.
In questioning the increase,
- Ciampa said he learned it was
  based solely on his age and the
community he lived in, not on
his driving recorder type of
car.
Ciampa said he decided to
buy less comprehensive cov-
erage costing only 8900 and
still received a $150 rebate
when demands for insurance
reform resulted in legislation.
With the new insurance law
in his state, Ciampa said his
1977 car insurance bill is ex-
pected to run between $800 and
$900.
Snow Specials
Bored? Come on in! We havelrafts for all ages






















Other bills introduced Tues-
day in the House included:
--7A measure sponsored by
Rep. Clayton Little, D-
Hartley, to set the maximum
classroom size for a class of
physically handicapped
children In which or-
thopedically handicapped
children are enrolled at 10 pu-
pils and to set the maximum
for classes of educable men-
tally handicapped children at
15.
-A bill sponsored by Rep.
-Barbie Deskins,
to allow state agencies,
counties or cities to enter
private property during a
state of emergency or disaster
to remove hazards to life oç.
health, with the landowner to
be compensated for any
darnIges.
-A bill to exempt gasoline
and liquefied petroleum gas
used to operate engines or
tractors for agricultural
purposes from the state sales
tax, sponsored by Rep. Ward
"Butch" Burnette, D-Fulton.
-Rep. Hoover Dawahare,
D-Whitesburg, filed a bill to
require one-fourth of each coal
county's allocation from the
coal producing county
development fund to be used,. FLORENC
E, Ky. t AP) -
There is no professionals out
in that stuff," said Jerry Cur-
ren of Youngstown, Ohio, one
of dozens of truck drivers
holed up at a large truck stop
near the Kentucky-Ohio
border.
However, Curren was one of
the few who had to fact the 13-
"People who -ant_ agic Metz. nb.a  ant .4 said inch plus snows. 
He was
-drivers should not -haVO to -Massachusetts án:7-North carrying a 
load. Of- fresh-
suffer because of how old they
are or Mire they live,  be.
said.
Mrs. Irma Carroll of
Raleigh," N.C., said she was
told hee406iirence premium
would go pp 1150 because she
wks a widow.
.:-:-
She said she decided to
switch insurance companies
after her husband's death. She
was originally quoted a rate of
$189, but the rate jumped to
$339 after she said-she was
widowed.
- She said she told the agent,
"A minute ago I was a com-
petent driver, and now
because-1 am a widow I have
been declared a maniac
behind the wheel." (-
for improvements of public
school programs. The
development fund is financed
throughitie coal severance
tax.
-A bill hr -extend special
Carolina now are artIong the vegetables freffi stitithern
few.exceptions to the rule of California to Youngstown,
ineffective state regulation. hoping he didn't "turn it over
In Massachusetts, car in- and make a salad" on the
.s-urance premiums can no highway.
longer be hased.on age, sex or The truckers do not fear the
marital statue In North snow, only the judgement of
Carolina, insurance com- passenger car drivers.
"ailiot -rcl 111th "The are people in
insurance policies because who go to pass, then fishtail,"
customers live in a poor Curren said. "Or once they do
neighborhood, are divorced or get past, they pull in front and
are under age 25 or over 65. hit their brakes."
Other witnesses told of sim- Kentucky police and fire
itar industry practices on fire---z-offtetals have banoed all
and mortagage insurance coy- flatnmable or dangerous loads.
erage in which whole neigh- from moving on state high-
txxhoods, become high risk ways except for emergency
areas regardless of the quality fuel deliveries.
of, the housing at'_ which The Ohio Highway Patrol
fa rili Oes were see king was advising those truckers to






federal Savvy' & Low losursnce Core
YOU. Sasosas insu.ed to .40 000
ballot procedures for the aged
and the handicapped to people
who are in the hospital or in a
nursing .home on election day.
It is sponsored by Rep. Jimmy
White, D-Barbourville.
they not be -allowed to
enter Kentucky.
The Hamilton patrol post re-
ported truckers' Were being'
advised by citizens band
radio, at truck stops and
trucking companies who call
in -
"We are telling the truckers
' to turn in rather than try to go
on to Kentucky where they
might be forced to park off the
side and-be without heat of
food for a day-or more," said a
dispatcher.
*Arty Horn was one driver
exempted from the ban. He
was hauling propane gas from
- riiielfitletrurtreatyvttle;.-Ky,'.
east of Lexington.
"They are completely out of
heating fuel," said Horn, "rve
got to make -the haul. People
will freeze to death if I don't,"
he said Tuesday night.
Ron Group, carrying a load
of plate glass from Carlisle,
Pa., to Greenville, S.C.
decided to stop. "It isn't safe,"
said the 18-year-veteran.
"What sense is there in going
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Eye care service is provided.
by 20,000 optometrists, 10,000
ophthalmologists, and 10,000 op-
ticians in the United States.
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We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
and Correct Printing Errors.
BONELESS TOP
ROUND STEAK lb. $1 59 BONELESS HEEL OF ROUND
POT ROAST 
lb Ons
BONELESS IMP OR SIRLOIN TIP
  i'ffsfas"""" I CRISCO SHORTENING
with $10.00 additional purchase








KRAFT SHARP OZ. PKG. CHUNK
CHEDDAR CHEESE 996
KRAFT EX-SHARP CHUNK I OZ PKG.
CHEDDAR CHEESE 996
with $10.00 additional purchase
oxoloding tobacco aid dairy products














Some Lawmakers Concerned That Budget Omits Other Programs 7tEeill'e f:yrri6:11:°:: thef 
new
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll's
proposals for significantly
greater  spending for 
education have &truck a
responsive chord in the Ken-
tucky General Assembly.
But some legislators ex-
pressed disappointment aboni
omissions on other programs.
The governor spelled out all
of his spending plans in a 75-
minute speech delivered
Tiiesday night to about two-
thirds of the legislators who
made it to'Franktoet in the
bad weather' and to a half.
filled spectators' gallery-in the
, House Speaker Willian
Kenton, 1)-Lexington, said the
speech was good, but noted it
did not mention development
of two proposed cancer
research centers — one at
Louisville and the other at
Lexington. .•
"I will address myself to
that subject in the next few
days," Kenton said.
He said cancer is an impor-
tant issue in cancer because
thousands suffer from the dis-
ease and added that any state
spending in that direction




Glasgow, said he was "im-
pressed with the direction of
state government laid out for
us over the next two years."
He called the proposed
budget ballanced and well-
funded, saying it properly
placed emphasis on the
educational system and the
new judicial system.
Carroll proposed $275
' million more in the ne4
biennium for elementary and
secondary education. He aLso
asked for another $50 million
to finish reform of Kentucky's
court system.
It was the judiciary aspect
that drew a strong objection
from Sen. John Berry, 1)-
Turners Station, who is known
as independent.
"The judicial proposals are
appalling," he said. "The gov-
ernor is proposing salary in-
creases who have been given




George Evans wants to sell a
kidney for $3,000. Nettie Dy-
mond wants to -buy it for her
son.
But doctors in Pittsburgh,
where Evans lives, and St. Jo-
seph, Mo., where Mrs.
Dymond lives, say the sale is
unethical and are refusing to
perform the necessary
operation.
"What should I do?" asked
Evans, who wants the money
to pay debts from a traffic
accident. "Mug some old
lady? Robe store2 This way_I
don't affect nobody but me,
and I might even get to. help
somebody."  my kidneys but I have a heart his eye up for sale, said he re-
„
KidneY3 ari .not hijugh4 —condftion,”
 said his mottsirte—retled more than 0,000 in-do-
period," saki Dr. :Thames
Ha k la , director of
Pres bkrerian-116441114
Hospital's renal division,
where most Pittsburgh kidney
transplants are performed.
Heide noted that donors
must be carefully matched to
kidney recipients and said
kidneys generally, are taken
from blood -relatives or
cadavers.
Evans said that no tests
have been made to determine
the characteristics of his
kidneys.
"It's my kidney and I can do
what I want with it," said
Evans, 38, a welfare recipient.
"There's nothing really wrong
with it (his offer)."
Evans has had heavy re-
sponse from his advertising in
Pittsburgh newspapers.
Callers have included
curiosity seekers, doctors and
a few, like Mrs. Dymond, who
want to buy.
Evans had no auto in-
surance so he lost his driver's
license after an accident. To
get it back, he must pay $2,000
olareages. He wants another
$1,000 for a truck to start a
home remodeling business.
Stanley Dymond, 38, .has
had dialysis treatment tot-
eight months. -
"I wanted to give him one of
Tuesday that her doctor nixed
the purchase.
"He said he wouldn't take it
from anybody who would sell
it," she said. "I should have
kept my mouth shut and told
him it was going to be do-
nated."
In 1975, Robert Nuzum of
Pittsburgh tried to sell his kid-
ney after reading about a
Kane, Pa., man who offered to
sell an eye.
Ntmun found a buyer, but
the prospective recipient's
hospital declined to permit the
ration on moral and legal
grounds.
Donald SChloppy, who put
a telephone interview .before—aations after his offer
calling Evans. riteived national attention.




FlIANKi*ORT. Ky. (AP) ,
"Operation Haylift" is under
way for the second con-
secutive winter to help far-





FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)—
The state Justice Department
would receive more than $25
million in new general fund
money over the next two fiscal
years under Gov. Julian Car-
roll's proposed budget.
Carroll said Tuesday night
that represents a 20 percent
increase over existing funding
for the department, composed
of state police, the public
defender's office and the
corrections, justice training
and criminal justice planning
divisions.
Despite a slight decrease in
federal funds, the Justice De-
partment would receive about
$165 million over the bien-
nium, or $80.2 million for the
next fiscal year and $84.7
million for the following year.
The budget for the current
fiscal year is $79.2 mithon.
The governor said the in-
creased allocation from the
general fund includes $6
million to help alleviate
crowding in the state's prison
system and to deal with
problems in prisoner
rehabilitation, health care and
career development.
One million dollars would be
spent to increase the staff at
the maximum security
penitentiary near Eddyville
and the reformatory at La
Grange.
The money would be used to
provide 46 additional.
casework and sup port
positions.
Ah additional $10 million
over the next two fiscal years
is earmarked for capital
construction projects within
the -corrections system. Some
of the-mom.: be um; to
pay for cost overruns in
constructiai of a new prier tit taw,* V km* the ,paj,
taie.' supplement Independently of
The 1974 General Assembly- the budget. .
appropriated $15 million for
the project, but the prison has
not yet been built.
Capital construction funds
totalling $1.8 million have
been allocated in the gover-
nor's budget for replacement
of tlu:ee existing state police
posts and an addition to the
one at Frankfort.
Twenty-five new state
troopers will be added to the
state police force in the second
year of the biennium at a cost
of $670,000.
Nearly $250,000 are
allocated for the second fiscal
year of the biennium to
replace federal financing that
is existing for the regional
crime laboratories at
Ashland, Covington and Lon-
don.
Carroll has recommended
that the state also pick up the
tab for two other programs
that will lose federal financing
at the end of the current fiscal
year, June 30: $604,009 to fund
the office of crime prevention,
*hich is responsible for
educating the public, and
$115,000 to finance the
evaluation unit ..jv the Justice
Department over the two-year
period. The unit monitor
federal law enforcement
grants approved by the
Kentucky Crime Commission.
Carroll said he wanted to fi-
nance a 15 percent police pay
supplement that was included
in the 1976-78 budget, but did
not because the program's
cast has increased as a result
of increases in salaries and
the number of troopers par-
ticipating.
He said he would recom-
mend that the General
_mbiy Atach additional
cost to court fines and for-
says.
The project, coordinated by
the Agriculture Department,
connects sellers of hay with
farmers who need feed.
Sellers and farmers may
participate by calling 502-564-
3397.
Mark McDaniel, the depart-
ment's information and
promotion officer, said 1977
was a good year for Kentucky
hay farmers and that a strong
supply is on hand.
McDaniel said that the
state's tobacco markets,
which were closed Tuesday,
probably would remain closed
today. But he said the closings
would not create hardships.
Sales are more advanced
this year than at the same
time last year, when severe
weather interrupted sales,
and few problems should be
encountered, he said. •
Though the deep snow cov-
ering the state hampers all
farm operations, McDaniel
said dairy farmers may be the
first to feel the pinch. Because
of impassable roads,
McDaniel said, farmers may
be prevented from moving
their products to market and
would have to destroy the .
produce. ,
So far,-he sa1d, the depart-
ment has not heard from dairy
farmers who have had to de-
stroy their prochice.
When Hurricane Bella swept
through several East Coast
states in 1976, the storm caused
about $22.7 million in insured
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ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SS PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM
. PRY IN CASE. OF AN
ERROR
Berry also said that the is
being done although the 113
new district judges "have
never yet drawn the first pay-
check."
Senate President Pro Tern
Joe Prather, D-Vine Grove,
said he felt that Carroll's
governor's suggested However, he said he was a 
eastern Kentucky said they
reduction in the inheritance bit surprised at Carroll's rec- 
were disappointed that Carroll
t•4x laYr.a1141) titiMiendation __"„*.aoon fir : °id 
not mention "m°1 7
severance tax returns for coal
'producing counties.
Carroll simply said he would
continue the formula under
which these countietreceive a
share of -the coal tax............„*.4(..„.................,....................................„
4
.
. SAVE WITH .• .... .4. :*
budget outline accomplished *
practically all "that I com- I . . *mitted myself to in funding * SECURITY FEDERAL,- 
* **
education." *.--
He also said that it resolves. lit SAYINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION **some important pro_blems in * *
the state Department of Jus- .*
tice, such as upgradin4 . _* ,......t.r...,______,..„4.,.....,..„.L.,...„.„. .40060 4.1".......  _1300 Johnson Blvd. 
Mortar Branch 759-1234 *
  I
... • ' — ,-
- .,- - -- ri--.• ,e..•-• . -....---R-. -......i-  *•*--.4--“•••.••-- .... _:.
.___._L_ --. ---.- - - 
—1--- S
salariesc744-„corractima of-
ficers, building new prison
facilities and spending more
on rehabilitation. . •
Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glas-
gow, said his overall reaction
to the speech was favorable,
but said he would have to
study the recommendations in
detail.
But he added that the Re-
publicans had not been briefed
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Deaths and Funerals
Linus Spiceland; • -Rites Incomplete - ,
-,Retired-Terach-erT_Iorldt_Dickerson_  At Locatthapel
Dies At Hospital
Linus Spiceland who retired
in 1968 as principal of New
Concord Elementary School
died Tuesday at 6:20 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 74 years of
age.
Mr. Spicelaud, born,l)darch_
t903;- -wa-s one ,of twehre
children born to Samuel and
Gertrude Pool Spiceland on a
Curnberland River farm near
Funeral arrangements for
Clayton Dickerson of 1633
Catalina, Murray, remain
incomplete pending arrival of
family members from out of
state. The. H. Churchill
Funeral Home will be in
charge of the funeral services.
Mr. Dickerson, age 69, died
Monday at 10:44 p.m. at .the
Mar ra-y-Calioway -County
flo-spital. He is survived by his--
Vide, Rubyz--orie son, Larry J.
DiCkerson, FltiriSsatifc Mo.;._
two sisters, Mrs. Helen
Venders. Pikeville, and Mrs.
Ruth Shannon, Livermore,
Calif.; one brother, Arthur;
- Dickerson, Dayton, Ohio; two
grandchildren.
Lbws Spiceland
'Model, 'Phalle was a member
of his hiame church,. Nevills
Creed Baptist, in Stewart
County, Tn.
The New Concord man was
graduate of Dover High
School and Murray State
College. He had been a
teacher in counties of Ten-
nessee and Kentucky and had
been a basketbalk cohen in
different schools.
While teaching at Pleasant
Valley near Pine Bluff, he
married Estelle Lovins, who
survives, on Jan. 25, 1931, who
was also a teacher there-. They
now made their home in New
Concord. He was also a
Tennessee retired teacher._
Survivora-include his wife,
Estelle, New Concord; two
sisters, Mrs. Christine
Dawson, Cadiz, and Mrs.:-
Csprnelia Kirks, Fort Worth,
' Texas; two brothers, Lloyd
Spiceland, Dearborn, Mich.,
and Clyde Spiceland, Murray;
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Jerrell White and the Rev.
George White officiating. The
music and song service will be
by The Kings Sons. Burial will
follow in the New Concord
Cemetery.
Friends may .call at the
funeral home after five p.m.
today (Wednesday).
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
the Calloway County Heart
Fund, c-o Mrs. Willard Ails,
1610 Keenland Drive, Murray.
Agness M. Wright's
Rites On Thursday
The funeral for Miss Agriess
M. Wright of 1005 Poplar
ill be held
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the,
chapel of the BIllock-Coleman-
Funeral Home with the. Rev.
Julian Warren .officiating.
Burial will follow in the
'Goshen Cemetery. -
Friends „may call. at the
funeral home.
Miss Wright, age 71, died




Services for Mrs: Tempest
0. Clark of 304 South 16th
Street, Merray, will be held
Friday at ten a.m. at the
*chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. William P. Muffins, Jr.,
. and the, not.__Dr.;. Jt.ineS.
Fisher coffieieti-
The music and song service
will be by the choir of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church, where she
was a member, with Mrs. L.
D. Cook, Jr., as director and
Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers will be Ray
Smith, Ricky Clark, David
Honchul, Roger Smith, Bill
Phillips, and Stan Clark.
Burial will follow in the South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the,
funeral home after twelve
noon on Thursday.
Mrs. Clark, age 82, died
Tuesday at the Western State
-,Hospital. .Róp1cinsvi1le, J-Ier
husband Muncie Clark died
in 1967. Born Dec. -3, 1895, in
Calle-way County, she was the
daughter of the late William
and Flora James Phillips.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Delbert
(Qua vii) Honchul, Murray;
three sons, Fred and Dorris
Clark, Murray, and Pat Clark,
-Jj.u,jived by. six Newport News, Va.; one
sisters, Mrs. Bunk Myers a9d brother, Leon Phillips,
Mrs. Ernestine Venable; Murray Route Four; ten
Murray RoutrOne, Mrs. grandrhim, en, ft" greM
George Robinson, Hazel,, Mrs. grandchildren..
Grace Smith, Granite City„
Mrs. Clarendea 
WRONG DATE
Hightower, Madison, Tn., and: th. 
the obituary for -Mrs
Mrs. Dacre Warren, Ashland 
Grade M. Nesbitt in Moricky's
City, Tn.; one brother, Hasten
Wright, Murray Route One.
Funeral Is Today
issue the funeral was listed as
having been Friday at 1:45
p.m. The funeral was,
however, held at two p.m. on
Sunday.
I NOSPITAL NEWS 1
01-10-78
Semites Friday • "Adulls 130Newborn 5 ,
Newborn Admission 




Miss Deborah F. Dodd, 605
S. 9th, Murray, Quintina C.
Ballard, 112 Ash, Murray,
Preston Jones, Bx. 328,
Murray, Charles E. Cathey,
Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs. Theresa
D. Hopkins, Bx. 24, Dexter,
Mrs. Linda F. Fennel, Rt. 1,
Dater, Edd F. AdatEL-91:12
Clarkshire, Murray, Miss
Monica J. Brick, 308 N. 6th,
Murray, Charles M. Hamlin,
Chateau II Apt. 124 1600 Buena
Vista, Columbus, Ga., Mrs.
Carol A. Yates, 408 N. 8th,
Murray, Miss Donna S.
Mosley, Rt. 2, Bx. 96 A,
Murray, Miss Tiffany A. -
Taylor, Pine Bluff Shotes,
Hamlin, Jody Jones, Rt. 2, Bx.
205 Murray, William B.. Seale,
407 N: 7th, Murray, Mrs. Jan
A. Bennett, Bx. 304 New
Madrid Mo., Mrs. Martha G.
Herndon, Rt. 3, Murray, Hilton
Hale, 900 Coldwater, Murray,
- Ms. Beverly A. Foutch; Rt. I,
-HateL-Mrs. Carolyn S. Cote,
Rt. 1, Bx 91-C, Hollow Rock,
B1alocis.,..31.1 N.
...10th, Murray, Walter N. Veal,
Rt. 1, Mayfield, Ronald D.
Hutchins, 340 W. College,
Mayfield, Mrs. Rosa Het-
tinghouse, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray, Miss Linda M.
Jackson, Bx. 36, Far-
mington, Mrs. Irene C.
McGee, Fr.O. Bx. 366, Murray,
Mrs. Almer V. Lee, Bx. 45,
De_iter..Mrs-Etha _BalleY.,
rt. 6 Bx. 19, Murray, Mrs.
Minnie B. Mauzy (wired),
207 Poplar, Murray, Mr Delle
Smith ( expired), F'inyear
Nursing Home Puryear„--In.-
STAGNIGHT
Stag Night for Thursday, •
Jan. 19 at the Murray Country
Club has been cancelled.
For Kenneth Mott
The funeral for Charles I I 
iu
ewswomanWholteported
"Kenneth Mott is being held
today at 1:30 p.m.- at the0 R
Dr. Bill Whittaker..officiating
and Mrs. Otto', Erwin as
organist - -
Serving as pallbearers are
Don Carlisle, Joe Mathis,
Albert Hayden, Clifton
Castleberry, Hafford Beane,
and Kenneth Adams. Burial
will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Mott, age 51, died
Monday at his home, 314 South
13th Street, Murray.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Edgar Rivers, Union,
Miss.; four -eons, Terry
Wayne, Kenneth Glen, and
Kevin Lynn Mott, all of
Murray, and Gary Lee Mott,
Paducah; two sisters, Mrs.
Eugene Colburn and Mrs.
Johnny L. Taylor, one brother,
Roger William Mott, and three
grandchildren. described a similar odor on
BERKELEY, Calif. .( Ap) -
Veteran television
newswoman Carolyn Craven,
who had reported at least
three times on the rapist
known as "Stinky," has
become his latest victim.
"He covered my face and
mouth with a gloved hand and
stuck a knife irrirry-rreck with
the other," said Ms. Craven.
He told me to shut up or he
would kill me."
Ms. Craven, who lives alone
in south Berkeley with her 6-
year-old son, Gabriel, said a
pungent odor resembling me-
chanic's grease convinced her
she was assaulted by
"Stinky."
More than VI women raped
in the Berkeley area in the
past four years have
Carroll, Atkins At Odds Again;
This Time Over Budget Proposal
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Gov. Julian Carroll and state
Auditor George Atkins are at
loggerheads again, this time




Tuesday that the governor is
punishing him politically
because of his role in em-
barrassing disclosures about
admin. ation actions.
Carroll denied that the step
is retaliation of any kind,
though he said he did not
consult in advance with.
Atkins.
Carroll said his budget pro-
posal represents an effort to
generate more outside money,
and that Atkins is free to make
as much as he wants from au-
dits of state agencies.
Carroll and Atkins both are






Atkins had criticized the ad-
ministration for several prac-









Atkins said the governor is
allotting only $50,000 a year
for his office, which received
$760,-000 last year. Atkins had
asked for $1.2 million.
The governor confirmed the
proposed arrangement Tues-
day, saying it should be no
surprise because he notified
the Legislature a couple of
weeks ago about it.
"As far as know he (At-
kins made no comment (at
the time," Carroll said.
At a news briefing, the
governor said the new plan
gives 4tkins' office fees from
all agencies it audits without
restriction. - -
"The logic is sound,"
Carroll said. "He can charge
whatever he wants-there is
no limit."
Asked Tuesday if the
changes is equivalent to an
employer putting an employee
on commission rather than on
salary, the governor said the
analogy .is essentially correct.
Atkins'i office is going to
have to perform audits to
make its money," he said.
"The auditor is no 14ing._eL____
• " a sstire-d Inortc". 'Ander
all, that the function of his
off ice." "
But, the governor was
asked, wouldn't the change
leave Atkins without any
starting money at the
beginning of the fiscal year
next July 1? -
No, Carroll_ replied because
Atkini" -e-an use Whatever
receipts that can be carried
over into the new fiscal year.
The technique the adminis-
tration has in mind for Atkins
is known as trust and agency
.funding. Such money comes
from license fees. and receipts
generated by the particular
department or commission.
The governor said this
would save money for the
General Fund, which finances
most state services and is
financed through taxes.
Furthermore, Carroll said,
Atkins' office can pick up
matching federal fluids in
various areas, something he
could not do under General
Fund appropriations.
But Atkins insisted that if
his office had not delved into
sensitive matters that
irritated the administration,
the new arrangement 
wouldha have been made.
"This (proposal) would
efinifily eliminate our.obilitt,
to audit," Atkins said. "1 feel
like that's the of i "„purkt0Se
their assailant -
move praised by policc.
Ms. Craven decided to talk
publicly about the early
Saturday morning assault.
"I cannot believe how he
could so totally disrupt my
life," she said Tuesday. The
terror of it, the humiliation
and puvreriessness. I couldn't
protect myself or my son."
She said her sister and a
friend had left her home about
11:30 p.m. Friday and she
went to sleep about an hour
later."The assailant ap-
parently bent an aluminum
hinge on a bedroom windoic to
gain entry to her house:
"The next thing I knew I
taw the image of a figure
flying at me, leaping at me,"
she said.
The commotion awoke her
son. He came to the door of her
bedroom and screamed.
The rapist, she said, "told
me if Gabriel came into the
room he'd kill him." She
coaxed her son back into his
bedroom where he fell asleep.
Ms. Craven said the man as-
saulted her intermittently for
about two hours and ordered,
-her to "act as if you enjoy it."
She recalled-thinking: "If I
survive this I had better re-
member. every detail. If he's
already decided. to kill us
there's nothing I can do."
Her hand was cut. and later
required five' stitches.
Although she never saw his
face, Ms. Craven said she
noted his dark complexion
before he blindfolded her. Apd
she said she would recognize
his voice if she heard it again.
She believes that his hair
was cut in a short natural
style, that he had a stubble of
a beard and that his biceps
were strong.
He left about 5 am-,,she
said, and she fled with her son
to a neighbor's house..
Police said the newswoman
provided them with more de-
tails than any the other 60
known rape victims. "She ob-
served, felt and reacted more
than any others," said Officer
Michael Davis of the special
task force organized last Octo-
ber to find "Stinky."
ROTARY CLUB
The weekly meeting of the
Murray Rotary club,
scheduled for Thursday, Jan.
19, at twelve noon at -the
Murray Woman's Club House,'
ha tt been carrrelreir-aftording




All feature hardened, tem-
pered, high carbon steel
blades and shock resistant.
handles. Set includes 7 regu-
•-fer tips-and 3 pt,iitip,--nto
SINGLE BIT AXE
Weighs only 3% lbs. Sturdy hickory
wood handle, Drop forged steel blade
keeps a sharp edge. 02/35SOTT
MASONRY DRILL BIT SET
4-piece set includes %-, 5/16-, %.




Set of 2 heavy-duty, drop-forged steel
pipe wrenches. Features replaceable
lower jaws. 10" and 14" size 03 4243
24" VIAL LEVEL
Rugged aluminum level with 2 vials;
heavy windows protect vials from mois-
ture and dirt 2W wide. 03/10106
25 TROUBLE LIGHT-
NEW! 3.47
Bright light for car and plumb-
ing repairs, etc. Hi-impact vinyl
• guard and swivel hook. 25-ft.
orange cord. With switch. UL
• listed. 06/201
16-13Z. CLAW HAMMER
One-piece solid steel head and han-
dle! 16-oz. curved claw hammer with
comfortable leather grip. 02/MM16C
50-FT. TAPE RULE
Easy-to-read %"-wide yellow tape












THE REMINGTON FIVE POUNDER 675 Rounds of -High
Velocity- 22 Long Rifle ammunition in a decorative
reusable cannister Approximate weight 5 lbs
See 4-you'll want it,
Take Advantage Of
Murray Home & Auto's
Constant heat output -
economical, safe. 26.7 fl.
oz. cyl_ UL list. TT-555
Mail grip cutting pliers ar
pond and polished to satin fi&
a. Heat-Dusted jaws.




Clamp anywhere. Choose wide-angle
reflector or 51/4" bell-shaped reflec-
tor. 6-ft. cord. lamp bulb not in-
cluded. 06/A2302/31-006
HEAT LAMP
Provides effective heat application
where needed 250 W. 0606858
5.71
4-Pc. Screwdriver Sot
Includes 3 straight tips and 1
phillips tip. Chrome vanadium
steel. Cushion grip. 02/TS4CG
Anti-Freeze
It's not too early to winterize your
car. Contains rust, foam and
corrosion inhibitors. Also serves as,
summer coolant. 1 Gallon
chapel.of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Rothe- with the Rev. 
n apist Is Assaulted
-t
(;ov. Julian Carroll's budget
requests 
year 
for of bthigher education
the 
for the next two fiscal years.
The budget follows almost
completely the recommended
appropriations for the state's
eight colleges and universities
made by the Kentucky Council
on Higher Education.
The school's allocations




and 10 percent in the second,.
year, well below what they=
wanted but right in line with
what the council felt they
should get.
Like public school teachers,
the facility and staff of Ken-
tucky's state colleges Would
receive salary increases
under the governor's proposed
budget.
Faculty members would be
brought to the level of certain
---lienchmark institutions in
other states identified by the
council, while the staff em-
ployee salary levels would be
djusttliAQ_Cittlecide with the
Ne
r•-r•—•- z- -.... •
-Aiwa
ew Surprises 'hi Carroll's Budget Requests Fornigher Education
Fit ANK FORT, Ky. ( AP )— mean sa tory levels of the specialists; and voo,-000 for scheduled to be opened at the irart-timefaculty adjustments• . •
located.
Carroll also provided addi-
tional help for students, ex-
panding financing for various
grant and tuition program un--
der the Kentucky Higher
Educaion Assistance
Authority.
The increases inClude $2.2
million for the Kentucky Tui-
tion Grant Proem, Which
_provides gravts to students
*tending private colleges; $23
-. million in bond revenues for
the student loan program and
$800,000 for the state student
incentive grant program.
Among the • appropriation
requests for new or expanded
ctrograms for individual in-
stitutions were: -
—University of Kentucky:
$3.2 million for neo-natal care
to increase the number of beds
at the UK medical center; $5.1
million for the Agricultural
Extension Service .and
Experiment Station; $1.9
million to raise the salaries of
county agents and extension
_ • ._
Laboratory.
• —University of tiotusvme:
$4 million for operation of-the
ambulatory care facility
biennium along with in-
creased support fro03,1.
operation of the hospital.
—Northern Kentucky
University: $1.5 million for
_ Your Individual
Horoscope 1).
 Frances Drake -'-
What day will JANUARY 19, Ira
tomorrow ha? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 2110 Apr. 20) grtA
Some upsets indicated but, if
you take them in stride and
maintain an even disposition,
day's accomplishments will far
exceed your expectations.
TAURUS
(Apr,21 to May 21)
Personal relationships under
excellent influences. Co-
workers should prove highly
cooperative and, in your private'
life, you may get a chance to
further a budding romance.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)







To Address- KIWI Meet (June 22 to July 23( 490
tracts, legal papers generally
Check all documents, con-
with even more care than usual.
Some misleading, even
outrightly deceptive practices
call for extreme caution.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)12k1:z
--You can put over some of your
-pertdeas now if you'use the soft-
sell approach. Turn on all of
your innate charm, and don'.i
yourself tooseriously.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IPSii
Your mate or business part-
ner may have some definite
ideas about basic security
requirements. Even if you do
not agree, keep an open mind. A
good compromise is possible.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Quick decisions may noir be--
required due to sud
changed situations. Be ready to-
think and- ad — bat- SOYA
anxiety. - •
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MAP
Propitious influences. Get
Into the spirit of things and do
your utmost, which can be
substantial. Results will also
depend upon your approach to
others. Tact!
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Dissidents or others not
having your best interests at
heart may try to dissuade you
from following well-laid plans
or carefully made decisions.
Pay no attention to them.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) IrPiiit
Fine Saturn influences- ILL
that keen mind of younraitd-
make the moat of them. Do not --
be perturbed by others' lack of
know-how or witlessness. Show
YOUR qualifications.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Discretion and secrecy may
be your most important tools, if
you are aiming at some unusual
business or financial objective.
Let past experience guide you.
PISCES




conservative side — especially
if dealing with superiors or
strangers.
YOU BORN TODAY are
intellectually inclined; could
succeed as an educator, jour-
nalist or scientist. You are
energetic, imaginative, ex-
tremely competent. Your vision
is broad- and your ideals are
lofty; you dislike jealousy,
pettiness. But curb an in-
sistence on your own way for,
March, 1978 has beenhset as
a projected date for the KWW
Annual Meeting, with S. David.
Freeman, newly appointed
director of TVA has been
invited as keynote speaker for
thenthgr—
A committee was appointed
at the January KWW Board of
DirePinrs Meeting to instigate-
a .new and broader program
for the banquet. Further- in-
formation concerning the
KWW Annual Meeting will be




with Darryl Armstrong, of
LBL, were in the Chicago area
taping a sports show with Jig*
Parry. This will be a 30 minute
Program featuring Western
Kentucky, to be ailed in the
Chicago area.
The KWW office has been
contacted by the Kentucky
-___Department of Parks to
participate in the taping of a
film to be shown at Lake
Barkley and Kentucky Dam
Village through a TV Monitor
system. KWW members are
asked to represent the
privately owned sector of the
tourism industry.
The monthly Board of
Directors Meeting will un-




chosen each month with a
gve. Impression, of taking
special invitation going to the
--membership of -that—host-
county, alternating within the
8 counties. Each quarterly
meeting will be for the Board
of Directors.
Livingston County has been
chosen February Host.
Representatives from the
Grand Lakes Chamber of
Commerce have been invited
to speak on the progress of the
community's Riverboat
theme.
KWW as an organization,
came out in unanimous
support of the need for a
'Paducah Convention Contar_
and has passed a Resolution to
that effect.
The need for monitoring the
current Legislative Session
brought up a discussion of
available methods and
sources to do so.
For further information call
KWW President Nita Ewing at
502-388-7743
Course On Scriptures
Set At Murray State
A new religious studies
course entitled "Scriptural
Studies: New Testament" will
be offered at Murray State
University on Tuesday
evenings during the spring
semester.
The course, Religious
Studies 311, will meet from 6 to
9 p.m. each Tuesday in Room
503 of Faculty Hall. It carries
three semester hours of un-
dergraduate credit.
Godfrey Nicholson, a
doctoral student in New
Testament Studies at Van-
derbilt University, will teach
the class. His availability is
niade possible through a
cooperative agreement with
Vanderbilt.
About one-third of the
course will be devoted to the
study of the background and
environment of the New
Testament, utilizing the latest
scholarly understanding of the
political, religious, social, and
economic life and literatures
in Palestine from 200 B.C. to
150 A.D.
Is The remainder of the course
will consist of an examination
of the canonical New
Testament, using com-
parative extra-canonical texts
recently available in tran-
slation and featuring an in-




studies at Murray State, said
the course offered by the
Religious Studies Committee
and the College Of Humanistic
Studies they be taken for
either credit or audit.
"It is especially teem-
mended for those interested
.religious
professionals who are in-
terested in an exposure to
current scholarly un-
derstandings of the New
Testament as a document of
earliest Christianity," he
added.
Students may register and
pay fees at the first class
meeting on Jan. 17, Tuition is
$60 for Kentucky residents for
the course.
Additional information
about the course may be
obtained by contracting Dr.
Terry Foreman, Coordinator
of Religious Studies, Faculty











though you are many, *RP
right, others resent it.
conver
some of the teachers to full-
tune status; $1.0-willlion for
ithrary acquisitions and $1
e oo
million for staff expansion.
—More ea', a e
University:: $500,000 for the
Appalachian Development
Center.
—Murray State University: university Jan. 1.
$200,000 to increase servii-e-s at —Kentucky State Univac-
the Animal Diagnostic sity: $400,000 for increased
Laboratory at Heipkirisville, maintenance and support
which became a part of the staff.. ,










-.4Patented safety mechanism keeps
swing going 15 minutes. Nylon seat
- in red or green. Models 1001R or
4-005G. 








Baby will love these 12 colorful plastic
blocks in 3 different shapes to stack
*drop- through -stape-s.artec-top of 'Ca s






Colorf ul, safe pia' c games to develop
co-ordination and maintain attention.
F$atures heavy post con-
struction, single drop side.







Sturdy high chair with yellow ging-
ham seats; plastic tray..
Bel-Air Shopping _Center ,
1,..lopport.ify (.1 34 Mimi-Sat -
753a1777 WI Rights 114114 i4 siodays,





Adjustable carrier has vinyl pad. White -

























Spare Ribs is $1 19
WILLIAMS
Pure Pork Sausage 
WANES SUMO COUNTRY 001.11 .




Sliced Bacon  iiii
mons
Fox Dolma Pizza 4r 1119.4
1010GER BY TVS MKS
Jumbo Bologna Li 894
!SSEIPPuto.NiiiiNE
WOIriN -S2.00 OFF Ima,
toward the purchase of



























  111l CT. BM 99c
  32 OZ. CAN $179
32i01 $ d„, • —rAmpont'sPork 8. Beans
FREE. 
\ BONUSBUNDI-1:
I. of Cowry Club S 1.1115.111INCE ROM STEAKS' 30 11:BS.
Suomminiirinpurebsso of
OLD-VILLAGE-- -11--
-31113. FRES11-61011NO Mr' - AU Fait 
5 LOS. LEAN PORK STEAKS. OR NEAT:-
#1.111:111VIEIHNIAR TER S
2 Os. or mon
SIAS KROGER WIENERSSMOKED SAUSAGE.1 S 
LBS. 
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with this coupon and $10 purdlose excluding Items prohibited' by low mg
. _
and in addition to the cost of coupon merchandise Sub 1ject .
:11$ 














with this coupon and $10purchate excluding items prohibited by kW
and in addition to the cost of coupon merchandise SAWS *
applicable taxes. Unlit mw. Expires Jan. 24th.
REDEEM BOTH COUPONS 11111
RUTTER/An OR 11104115M1 smnusir -






Easy Off Oven Cleaner 'cTie 95(
Apple Sauce "a 664
MASI, MAT, OR SAIRSAIROOM
Ragu Spaghetti Sauce _"1/2:146_4__
1NNI
  u sis $2"















Quantity right reserved Copyright 1978
The' Kroger Co
ADVERTISED ITEM POLKT
tact, of these advertised items is required
to be readily ovoiloble for sole in each
%roger store. except as specifically noted in
'hos od If we do run out of an adveriised
item we will offer you your choice of o
comparable item, when available, reflecting
the some savings or a roinchieck which will
entitle you to purchase the odvantsed item






Everything you buy at Kroger is guaranteed
for your total satisfaction regardless of
manufocturer If you are not satisfied
Kroger will reploce your item with the some












































1 5 1/2 oz.
=OUR II.S.D.A. own A
LARGE OR
EXTRA LARGE EGGS
ASSORTED COLORS 3 K.
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Donlon Clonnoor For fra4b Breath
•IFFERDENT LISTERINE .
TABLETS MOUTHWASH
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COLBY — 700 Of 2
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,Elementary And Secondary'c 'Ed.vcation To Get Liores:Shidie
a NO, 4
Of 1978-1980 State Appropiations; Big Jump, Teachere-Salaries-
FRANKFORT, Ky. (
Elementary and secondary
educatinn • art receiving the
lion's" share of toy. Julian
Carroll's attention in his 1978-
80 budget request'.
a r r oil -est-Olden tty- -
-1Ertdicted- --Tuitittyy - that
Kentucky will escape from the
bottom of the national
rankings in education with the
funds he has requested for the
next two fiscal ye,
• Carroll's executive budget,
presented Tuesday night to
the general assembly would
provide more money for: both "strong support for vocational
active and retired teachers,----education, requesting a 58
greater equalization of local percent increase in ap-
school finances, school oper- propriations to provide job
oiling expenses and a fully fi- training for an additional
nanced statewide kin- 100,000 students and to im-
dergarten program. the equipment they use.
Carroll also continued his _ ''ibis-budget continues ele-
mentary' and secondary.
Two MSU -Students -Named To veoed7t,,,a7,eduacsationw.el_it----. major thrust of this ad-
fl_nistration Carroll told
Cooperative Education- Unit The big jump in the budget
Two Murray- --Stale Snodgrass is the comptroller.
University students have been Randy Grogan, 24, a
named to N -rone-year graduate student in ac-
cooperative education counting from Murray, has-
assignments with the staff of been employed as an auditor
the director of state audits in.. with the TenneRiei dePort-
Tennessee to assist with an ment for the past seven
evaluation of the state's months.
various governmental Under "Sunset
agencies. Legislation" passed in 1977
They are: Linda Kay by the General Assembly, the .
their academic, classroom
work with equal periods of
employed experiences in the
areas of their major interests,
providing, them wiht the op-
portunity to test thier career
choices before graduation.
was in teacher salaries, with
Ketdbcky teachers getting an
average $2,900 raise over the
next two years to bring them
up to the average salary of the
seveit wrqunding, ,states. _
The average raise breaks
down to $1,480 for the 1978-79
- _
Brown, 23, Paducah, a Division of State Audits is - •
political science graduate :1-eanducting limited Preigrotat--------*
student, and Scott Frederking,
'a public' administration
major from Mr. Vernon, Ind.
Their selection brings to
three the number of Murray
State students engaged in
year-long * cooperative
education internships with the
Tennessee Department of
Audit, of which William R.
evaluations of all the ,
nessee state agencies.
These evaluations are to
assist legislative committees
in determining whether each
agency should be continued,
restructured or abolished.
Frank L Greathouse, CPA,
director of state audits and
assistant to the comptroller, is
in charge of the evaluations.
Both Miss, Brown and
, In 1976,_afhicago's O'Hare In- Erserking will be assigned to
ternatio0Airport was the -.one of the evaluation teltmo,---"
jest in thellnited States With


















Care . .. .. . 153-6611
Pace Comte' -.. 153-75111
.Sesen_Stizeni . . 7530919
Needles , /SUM 












The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Woodrow W. Brown, 2401
-.South 28th Street, Paducah,
Miss Brown is working toward
a master's degree in public
'administration at Murray
"-State and expects to graduate
-in May 1979.--An honor student with a 3.35-
point grade average, she
received a bachelor of science
degree and a teaching cer-
tificate at the university in
may, 1977.
Frederking is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Edward R.
Frederking, 700 East 10th
Street, Mt. Vernon, and has
practical experience as an
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units he is requesting would
make it possible "for those
parents who want their
children to attend" a kin-
dergarten to have the chance,
he will not make the program_
Mandatory.
While active teachers will
benefits over the next two
years through a $20.4 mlllion
improvernent in the system.
Carroll continued expansion
of the power equalization pro-
gram started on an ex-
perimental basis this year,
boosting the state's sup-
plement of local property tax
receipts by an additional fivE
cents per $100 in each of the
school year and $1,465 for the
1979-80 school year, bringing
the average statewide
teacher's salary, including
money from local districts, to





teachers get annual increases
in -Abe surroun-
ding states, their average for
1979-80 will be approximately
$14,610.
-We will be achieving sub-
stantial competition with the
states that have been bleeding
aff -our more experienced
teachers," 'Carroll said.
Assuming the 6 percent
growth by other states,
Carroll said Kentucky will
climb_ to 24,,th in teacher
salaries by 1980. The state
ranked 46th when he became
governor three years ago.
He said the salary improve-
ments should also boost Ken-
tucky from 43rd to somewhere
into the -30s in per pupil ex-
penditure And that the total
$270 million increase in educa-
tional funding will make Ken-
tupity llth in the level Of stafi—
funding for elementary7at hi getting—spolts.money,
secondary education. .̂7.-rormer teachers - 'Wider the
Kentucky school district', state's retirement system will
would receive increases of 127—also get a 6 percent increase in
percent the.first year and A.!'
percent the second year of the
biennium in operating ex-
penses. They would also re-
ceive a one-time allocation of
$55 per. classroom unit to help
meet the unexpected expenses
caused by last year's severe
winter and last spring's flood-
ing.
Carroll said that while the
—..
next two years.
The power equalization pro-
gram attelnpts to eliminate
inequities in the tax
generating powers of rich and
poor school districts.
Also included in Carroll's
education budget is a $20 ap-
.propriation per Pupil in each
year to eliminate school fees,
with -.'net1111.P.anYin
legislation to outlaw such,
fees; a $2.7 million expansion
of the free textbook program
to include ' supplemental
materials; a pilot program of
100 classroom units for gifted
"children; funding for a
statewide competency testing
program; an.d, a $100 million
bond issue, toheretired with a





GREAT SAVINGS IN ALL DEPARTMENTS!













Sold in pkgs. of 2-
Limit 1 packages.
.5310.5,106,1071
Way Sub, .50-100-150 Watt














Heavy Gauge Steel utility bps.




Receives 40 CB frequencies
&AM statIons; transmits on
Ch. 14. Handlebar mounting























olonicas_tyle with Honey Pure
finish. Reg. 299.9;5 - 454.4431t
GENERAL ELECTRIC
COLOR T.V.
SAVE 9 8 8 7
71.08 RIP
One-touch auto ic.cwIrsar,tu‘ss'-













Great pizza on range, hot plate




. . ., PRICES GOOD THROUGH SATURDAY AT ALL OTASCO STORES AND PARTICIPATING DEALERS.
9-6 Mon.-Thurs.
Center 9-8 F. & Sat. Closed Sunday











AS OF JANUARY • 
1978, I will no longer be
responsible for any
debts other thin my
own. Jim Kirksey,
Metropolis, Ill.
• ̂  •
COLOR PORTRAITS,
- . bring-us yours for extra
&pies. Made from AY--
size into any size:
Wallets lqw as 24 cents, 8
x 10 2.411. Fast service.
*Artcraft, 118 South 12th.; '
7534)035. -Free parking






3 Card Of Th?nks
A SPECIAL thanks to all
our friends and neigh-
bors who contributed in
any way during the
passing of our loved one,
Marjorie N. Emerson. A
special thanks to Bro.
--Henry Hargis for his
-comforting words, the
singers of 7th ilk Poplar
Church of -Cbeist,•-those.
who served as
• pallbearers and to the
many who sent food and
flowers. May God Bless
each of you.
Cliffton Emerson,




5 Lost And Found
FOUND LARGE black
Lab type male dog. Near
Big K. Call. 753-3994
evenings.
WHAT WE do best is 
tate. NEEDUNE, TA:- LOST WHITE and 
liver
j___ _speued_.1241:_ccrilaprAirtZri nibunsi g
plate. Call Hayden
Jacksbn,- 753-5347.-








t'rySportss .. 753- T9T8
tali -fltsfricry-ad-
•  4r-iisi rig 753-T919
Clasiified, Display,
Classified, Circulati-
on and the Business
Office _may - be
reached on - 753-
1916 and 753-1917.
BIBLE FACTS .For-signs
of_ the time read.Mat-
thew 24:1-51. We Invite
you to come out and
study the Bible with us.
- -If you are unable to
come out, we will be
happy to study,with you-.
.by phone. Bible answers -
in- any question Phone
753-0984. Nothing to sell,
no donations.
Show Your Valentine














3 Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY of Roy Lee
would like to thank all
the friends, neighbors
and relatives for the
kindness shown during
their time of sorrow. A
special thanks to
the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Bro. R.
J. Burpoe and Bro.





May God bless each and
everyone.
LOST SMALL brown
wirey haired male- dog-
in vicinity of Keniana.
Answers to name Sandy.





wanted. To pay. Good -
tips. Part time or full
time. Call 444-9223






position in local new car
dealership. Experience
not necessary, but
willingness to work and 
learnis. If you are









open for good, depen-
dable typist with good
work record. Person
hired must be willing to
take directions and get




sent to-P. 0. Box 32-AA •
Murray, Ky. 42071:
WANTED MATURE
woman to keep first
grader, kindergartener,




















- All eligible lan-
downers and farmers
can now get group in-
surance - (Excess
Major Medical) - at
low group rates: For a
free brochure, call
Bennett and Associates,
203 South 5th Street,
Murray, 753-7273 or 759-
1486.




"WANTED - -Beaver- 2
year old breeding pair
for restocking wild area.
Please reply to R. S.
P. 0. Box 7345,
Louisville, Ky. 40207."
15 Articles For Sale
15 Articles For Sale




$17.00 rick. Call 7534536
evenings.
ONE AMY riding mower one
year old, (horse. 32 inch cut
ONE chain saw used A
Htoquvarria 65 66 c.i. with 20
inch bar.
ONE rotor tiller 4 year old.
. Many more items you might





PS. While business is slow, it
is a good time to tune your




and *Ana, -$75-lor both.
1973 Yamaha 250 street
bike. Cheap. Ladies
tea,-e4. Cali -MS-







110 South nth Street:- --WANTED FOUR -college -
students. Will pay $100 a
piece to load and Move
four rooms Of furniture
from Murray to
Memphis. Call 753-3030.




after 5 p.m. L-13.
ADDRESSERS WAN-
TED Immediately!
Work at home - no ex-
perience necessary -














to P. 0;Box 32Q.
FOR LEASE
'Main Street Texaco, 15th and Main. Equipped with
equipment and parts for all minor auto repair.
Good - Business Opportunity. Call 753-
7180.
SUPER SWEET FEEDS
Old Hazel Feed Mill now open under
new managertsent. For complete line of
Super Sweet Feeds come by or call
Max Parks at Hazel, 498-8132.








Floored and reacts Up to 12 74 Also been style, offices cottages,
inehRe home ad ons and patios or U BUILD pre rat completely reedy







up. Quick delivery. Call
after 4 p. m. 759-4088.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
Call 436-2758.
WANTED TO SELL 5%
or. 18 carat gold mans




4430 JOHN DEERE with
20.8-34 tires and duals.




rifle. Used very little.












a,owl Costly ewe. 111.enrs
Kelly's lam de
& Post Control -
Ness some ijiieled wet II







WANTED TO SELL 5
piece Drexel
Mediterranean bedroom
set, 12 piece boys
bedroom- Campaign
furniture, 6 piece maple





console stereo, ̀  new








USED . CROSS TIES -
excellent for land- •
seaming or fence post.
Call after 4, 1-898-7950.
CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
Shampooer. Western
Auto„jiome -of "Wishing •
Well Gift Shop." .
ONE YEAR OLD Hard-
wicke gas range, like
new, $200. Avacado,
warm morning. gas
heater, 79,000 BTU, $75.
Dress maker sewing





hourly ' input tat in g,
$100. One Warm Mor-
ning gas heater; model
YR 50 MAB; 50,000-BTU
hourly input rating. $75.
24 Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MADE mat-
tress for antique beds nr
campers. Buy direct




West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South







J and B Music-
Magnavox, Dixieland
Center. Call 753-7575.
27. Mobile Home Sales





1971 MOBILE HOME 12 x




12 x 56 MAELICITT two
bedroom gas heat. Nice.
Located Fox Meadows.
$4,500.00. Underpinned.
Ready to move in. Call
753-1877 or 753-7974.
X IP













first of Februar Call
753-4331.
33 Rooms For Rent
SLEEPING ROOMS for
boys, 1 block from MSU
Call 753-1812.
34 Houses For Rent
;RI.H or




36 For Rent Or Lease
HORSE STABLE or
rent, pasture land also
available Call Mike-
Brannack 753-8850









pensive - Let Kopperud
Realty show you how to
save money and have
FREE RENT too! Good









country living only 2
miles from city limits.
Act quick on this
genuine bargain. Low
30's. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty for all
your real estate needs.
AKC REGISTERED 
German hephert-
__female, 6 months _Ad.







tan. Red and rust. 8
weeks old. Call 753-5949






























88 ACRE.5 located east pc -
Purjear, Tn. "on bla
top road. This can be
bought, for less than
$600.00 per acre. About
hS acres are tendable.
Nearly 75 per cent of the
farm has good barb wire
fencing. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 - 753-
7531,_._ .1_
Tasteful setthtg for a
tasteful restaurant or
make your grand en-
trance down winding
NEW LISTING : staireasts-in--your---own
-.-GitesberougIL -This- home. Near downtown.







spacious 2 cargarage, 3
bedrooms, 2% baths,
tastefully decorated
throughout. We feel this
is the best home in the
mid 50's on today's
market. Let us tell you
more about it! Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 anytime.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for





16th Street. Call 753-
3855.





901 Sycamore Mousy, Ky.




Call 753-8333 or 7534671.
PRICE JUST reduced
$1,000 on this newly
Hated home located 6
miles west of Murray in
scenic, quid location.
Fireplace adds cozy
note to this 2 bedroom
brick rancher. Other
features include central
heat and air, attached 2
car -garage, plus ad-
ditional separate garage
_(deal for storage., or
workshop. Priced -in mid





South 12121 at *amen
TELEPHONE 75)1651_ _
CLEAN-LT SHOP
building site - Ideal
location on New accord























NEW LISTING - near
unFiersity. Extremely
well-built home on quiet
street near the
university. This 3
bedroom, 2 bath quality
home features central
heat and air, large




Owner wants fast sale so
phone us today, priced
in low 40's. Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222.
WILSON
asenodniod 3 bedroom frame
with 21 sem of
Csoirty's }heart
Loantod only $ an sad of
norm, this flaw is tee-
-hated, Ms dark
Ninon haw bow sin •
modern farrowing baoso.
Plod, of sataido Hemp,
Met pude & oat* barna.
Fe- m Property - 4$ saw farm
with approikentsfy 13 wag






Home for a Song - "Hey
look me over" and
discover what a bargain
this 3 bedroom brick
really is, with large den,
patio and fenced in yard.
Located in Robertson
school district. Call 753-
1492, LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS.









Wooded 1 acre lot,
commercially zoned.
Only $29,900. Call or








46 Homes For Sale
TWO BEDRQ014
FRAME house in Stella.
Call 753-9396.
BY OWNER: l large
eit droom.s, PI baths, all
carpet, drapes, central
heat and air, large lot,
fenced backyard, many
extras. 2 miles from
Murray off 121S. $37,000.
753-9732 or 7624970.
49. Used Cars & Trucks






1972 PORD Ranger XLT.
All power and air. Call_
489-2302.
1972 DATSUN, good
shape. s000 or best offer.
Ca11753-1556.
1970 LINCOLN Con-
tinental for safe or will
trade for =all car. Call
753-0085-_
JEEP Cl S - 25,000 miles
Full cab. Full roll cage,
10" tires. Air con-
ditioned. Posifraction.
Call 759-1329.
1974 V.W., good condition.
New battery. Call 753-
6103.








automatic. $1900 or best




$2600 or best offer: 1974




condition. $2800 or best












steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove_





ficient service. No job






i Doug Taflor at 753-2310
I for free estimates.
CARPET GLEANING at
reasonable rates.





TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and






roofs sealed. Call Jack







struction Co., Route %-
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or -
night 442-7026.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor





D AND J Contractors.
-Remodeling, repairs,
roofing, siding. The
smallest to the most




Company Inc. Air con-


















• plumbing -lobe done?
Then call 15341614.


































exterior. Also dry wall




WILL HAUL ANY type of
white rock, rip rap, and




lotg. Call Roger Hutson,  _
7534763 -.""
CAN BABYSIT by the

















and have shots. One five
months old black and




•HOSPIT AL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE







Tti & Sal 8-7-30
'Hair Cute *Shoves
209 Walnut Street
Call this number after 510 Is assure prompt service nen day, 753-
3685
INSULATION





announces its opening by
SAVING YOU MONEY
Upprey'el
CRP ANDY ANDERSON
159-1820
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